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DESIGNED IN EUROPE, MADE IN
EUROPE FOR EUROPEAN

CONDITIONS.
THE ALL NEW DPA 11 VR

FROM ALCOM.
MODEL:
ANTENNA TYPE:
IMPEDANCE:
FREQUENCY:
GAIN:
BANDWIDTH:
POLARIZATION:
VSWR:
MAX.POWER:
CONNECTOR:
TOTAL LENGTH:
WEIGHT:
MOUNTING:

DPA 11 VR
Y2 wave telescopic

50
26-30 MHz

±4dB
1,5 MHz
Vertical

less than 1,5
500W

UHF female
±5,8m

± 1,9 kg
± 25-44 mm mast tube

TOP
QUALITY
ALUMINIUM
SECTIONS USED.

•

"This antenna gets our highest
rating in terms of performance and
ease of operation and the close at
tention paid to weatherproofing
should ensure it will still be working
after a couple of our miserable
winters. A worthwhile buy for any
one in the base station antenna
market."
CITIZENS' BAND MAGAZINE,
APRIL 19B1

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTORS

WN~Y~

THE·C. 11PE'PI.I

ALL WEATHER--' "
SEALS. U

~~8'~:=='~SMALL--c
GROUND PLANE.

I
f

103, HIGH STREET,
SHEPPERTON, MIDDX.
TW17 9BL. ENGLAND.
TEL: WALTON-ON-THAMES
(STD 09322) 48145.
FOR 24 HOUR ANSWER
SERVICE RING
TELEDATA ON 01-200 0200.

SWR
ADJUSTER. •
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The transceivers shown below are typical of the wide
range which we shall be offering as soon as the Home
Office specification is issued. Whatever your interest and
however much you want to spend. Lowe Electronics will
have the right rig.

BELCOM LS1 02
For those of you who have a hankering for ham radio, the
lS 102 gives you full coverage of the 10 metre amateur
band (home market) or 11 metre band 26-28 MHz (export
market).

All mode facilities AM/SSB/FM with continuous no
gap tuning and digital frequency readout in 100 hz steps
with 1 KHz. steps instantly available for fast tuning. Fitted
with an advanced noise blanker for removing ignition pulse
interference, A.I.T. for spot on tuning, and every possible
design feature, the LS 102 is an outstanding transceiver.
It's not for the beginner but for the advanced operator who
appreciates real performance and flexibility in operating.

LS102 £240 inc. VAT.

SKY ARROW
A really top quality FM 27 MHz. transceiver with simple to
use controls and rugged reliability. Includes PA facility and
is already European type approved for FM CB use. Large,
easy to read channel readout and supplied complete with
all accessories, including hand mic. power cord and mobile
mounting bracket.

Covered, of course, by the Lowe Electronics'
guarantee and backed by our world famous service
facilities.

About £85 inc. VAT.----

TX22
A smashing 22 channel FM 27 MHz. transceiver which
has already received European type approval in Holland
and France. Full coverage of the FM activity channels with
power output to meet specifications and a high sensitivity
receiver. Features RF gain control and the all important
Delta Tune for spot on tuning of the receiver.

Easy to use, easy to instal:, and a price to beat them
all.

About £65 including VAT.

LOWE
ELECTRONICS
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED

CITIZENS' BAND JULY 1981



The Company that brought you the ROAD HOG fibre
glass case and the DIAL a MATCH revolutionary antenna
are pleased to add 2 FANTASTIC NEW ANTENNAS to the

range The HALF BREED base loaded and the
WARRIOR centre loaded

60" stainless steel chips - 1500 watt rated. These
amazing antennas are GUARANTEED to get out as far or
"FURTHER" than any equivalent antenna on the market

regardless of price.

HALF BREED
IDEAL FOR 55B

..

WARRIOR

AVAILABLE FROM VALOR ENTERPRISES LTD,
4 THE ARCADE

HITCHIN, HERTS
HITCHIN 57826 OR RADLETT 6678

AND MOST GOOD CB STORES
VALOR - SIMPLY MILES AHEAD

CITIZENS' BAND JULY 1981 6



News from the world of CB
New Face
John Woolle Racing Ltd have
added another member of
staff to their promotional
team in the shape of Sandy
Munroe. Sandy, as you can
see, has already been trying
her hand with the microphone
and if she can remember to
hold it the right way round
maybe we'll be hearing her on
the old airwaves one day.
JWR have been involved in
the CB scene for some time
now though they are better
known for their car ac
cessories and wheels. But
back to Sandy - we'll be
seeing a lot of Sandy at exhibi
tions and she'll be in a new
series of advertisements
featuring JWR products. We
hope to be seeing much more
of her in the future.

6

Meet The Dealers
This month we're highlighting Chelmer
CB up in deepest Chelmsford. The shop
is run by Andy Grimwade (he's the
boss) and Alan Davis (manager).
Chelmer are well known in the area for
their low prices and visitors to the shop
are able to pick Andy and Alan's brains
for technical advice and help with in
stallations.

Chelmer have been open for just
under a year now, though Andy had
been involved with CB for well over
two years, going back to the days
when there were only five breakers in
Chelmsford. Before Andy started
Chelmer he was involved in the ham
burger business although he won't say

exactly how involved he actually was.
Maybe we'll be hearing 01 a CB
restaurant in Chelmsford soon?

~ndy's main passion lies with drag
r~~lng. Regular followers of this ex
citing sport may have seen Andy driv
ing a mean-looking 69 Mustang Mach
1 called The Tramp. Andy can usually
be found at Santa Pod on racedays
clocking up very respectable low 12s.
But back to CB. Chelmer have a lull
range of accessories in stock and are
the local Mura distributors. Chelmer
ha~e a CB technical expert on hand and
a ng doctor is always on call. If you
want to have a look round, spend some
Green Shields or just drop in for a chat
then 50 Duke Street, Chelmsford in
Essex is the place to go.

I,
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tion unit, three mobiles and
two hand-held walkie talkies.
To date we only have details
of the base and mobile units,
and as you will see from the
photographs they look very
interesting indeed.

The cheapest model in the
range, the Buzzing Bee, is a
fairly straightforward 40

Power Supplies
Dangerous?
A couple of readers have writ
ten to us expressing concern
about the safety of some im
ported base station power
supplies. The supplies con
cerned come with a continen
tal type moulded two-pin
mains plug which has an earth
connection on the side of the
plug. It is tempting to force
these plugs into a normal 13
amp socket and in most cases
this will work quite satisfac
torily. The problem is, how
ever, that the earth will not be
connected. Readers are advis
ed to cut off these moulded
plugs and connect a proper 13
amp plug not forgetting to
connect the earth. Failure to
do so could be iethall

If you are in any doubt take
your power supply along to
your nearest electrical dealer
or CB accessory shop and ask
for advice. Better safe than
sorry.

channel 4 watt mobile rig and
this is expected to retail at
under £60. Middle of the
range are the Mercury and
Gemini models, with extra
features like RF gain controls,
noise blankers and PA
facilities. These two models
should be in the shops for
around £70-£BO in the
autumn.iF=======i"------------1 The Apollo base station rig
looks the most interesting. It
includes features like a digital
clock with alarm, SWR adjust
ment, meters to ,Tlonitor
SWR, percentage modulation
and transmit and receive
levels. One interesting feature
with this rig is the clarifier con
trol which apparently will
allow the reception of SSB but
we believe it really acts more
like asophisticated delta tune.
Price for this beauty should be
around £ 150, come the great
day. All the rigs and ac
cessories bearing the Grand~

stand name will be availablp
through normal retail outlets
but if you just can't wait you
can contact Grandstand
through their marketing com
pany which has been called
Bee Ware Ltd and they will be
dealing specifically with the
CB side of the business. You
can find them at Bee Ware
Ltd, Ripon Way, Harrogate,
North Yorkshire, or telephone
them direct on 0423
501151.

Adam Imports. The name
Grandstand that appears on
these rigs will be familiar to
devotees of electronic games
and already Adam have
established something of a
reputation for themselves in
this field.

The complete Grandstand
range will include a base sta-

Citizens' Band IDept EJ)
Modmags limited.

145 Charing Cross Road.
London WC2H OEE.

Citizens' Band magazine, currently the country's
leading CB publication, is looking for another person

to join the editorial team of this new and exciting
monthly magazine.

Prospective applicants should ideally have some
journalistic training and a good working knowledge of

radio and electronic theory is essential.

The job involves a fair amount of practical testing and
assessment of equipment plus the day-ta-day editorial
work necessary on a monthly magazine. The ability to

work unsupervised and upon initiative would
therefore be an advantage.

Prospective applicants should send a full CV to:·

More UK Rigs
News of rigs destined for the
UK market is now flooding in.
Rig Review this month looks
at a range of rigs from Shadow
and we've already had some
of the prototypes in the CB of
fice. Pictured here are yet
another range of rigs, this
time from a company called

CITIZENS' BAND JULY 1981 7
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MURA ELECTRONICS (U.K.) LTD

The largest trade warehouse with the
largest stock is now open!!

295/297 High Road, Willesden,
London N.W.1 O.

Tel. 01-451-4141.
Open 9am-6pm Mon-Fri

9am-4pm Sat
1Oam-1 pm Sun.; .c ~

i f t ~
C> C:>t~ ~

AnIO"'lI

:;-Ul;il;~

~jll
M,ltosl'"

i i
! f

i "' .., ca

'~';:;:::::::':;:l~*: 01... " j. ~

OVER 3000
K40 ANTENNAS
IN STOCK

'~~:=:::::::"':;:;;;:;:-;::;"

GLADSTDNE PARK

WlllESOEN Ii!W SrMI1I
CEMETERY

URCH END
WIIlESDIN
JEWISH

•
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UPDATE

Skip Quip
You may be interested to learn
that the latest reason sug
gested for the low level of skip
experienced in the last few
months has been put down to
the erosion of the upper layers
of the atmosphere by the in
gredients in aerosol cans.
Readers are urged to use their
Sunsilk and Pledge sparingly
as DXers are suffering con
siderable earstrain trying to
make out those 10.1 copies.
By the way, On The Side, our
regular SSB feature, will be
back next month.

CB Nightlife
.Should you happen to find
yourself down in Droylsden
one Thursday night with
nothing to do then get
yourself along to Carriages
Night Club in the Carriages
Leisure Centre, where they
are holding iate-night
eyeballs,

Eyeball nights will be
celebrated with raffles, cheap
lbooze and free stickers. The
centre itself offers five bars,
two restaurants, snack bar
and disco, complete with all
the latest lighting and sound.
Sounds greatl Due to iocal
licensing regulations there is a
50p admission charge, and
don't forget to be over 18.
The Leisure Centre is in Sandy
lane, Droylsden and if you
want mOre information call
Carriages on 061-3702021,

FM Converter
Already we have seen an ex
ample of an FM conversion kit
for AM CB rigs. It comes from
SSE down in Dorking, Surrey,
and seems to be just what the
,doctor ordered. It can be in
stalled inside virtually any AM
rig via seven wires and will
enable a rig to work on either
,AM or FM via a switch. It
would seem that this unit is
actually incapable of swit·
ching e current AM FCC rig to
the new FM UK specs but
sooner or later someone will
come up with a mod. In the
meantime, if you want to have
a go with FM and see what's
happening then pop into SSE
at 27 Meadowbrook Road,
Dorking, Surrey with £25 in
readies or drop them a line at
the same address enclosing
an extra £ 1.50 for p&p.
Remember, though, this unit
will necessitate some tinker
ing around inside your rig so
be warned I •

the movies but if you want a
copy it can be obtained from
VIPGO films 19 Sentinel
House, SentinelSquare, Brent
Street, Hendon, London
NW4) or from most video
retailers. The film is available
on both of the popular video
formats, le VHS and Beta, and
costs £39.95 inc VAT.

Sour Grapes?
Oh dear, this is all getting
rather tedious. It has been
brought to my notice that one
particular CB magazine is hav
ing great difficulty in filling its
pages with original material.

Not content with
reproducing our front cover
and two page Rig Review
feature from the May issue,
the Editor has the extreme bad
taste to question the validity of
the article.

Could it be that the Editor
of this magazine is getting a lit
tle annoyed at the way we, and
other CB mags, persistently
report the news weeks before
he even knows about it? Do
you think he would have liked
to have known all about
Binatone being the first com
pany to have publicly declared
their intention to market CB
equipment in the UK?

Well, Idon't know, alii will
say is that next time, Mr Editor,
please check on your facts.
And if you are really so
desperate to fill space that you
have to pinch our material,
please have the good grace to
ask next time.

Wonder what he'll say
about that? Not to worry, I'm
sure he'll think of something,
after all, he does have all that
space to filii

Commodore
International,
Nuthall Road,
Nottingham.
(Long Eaton 622471

Royal Horticultural
Hall, London.
(01-437 10021

The Leisure Centre,
Alfreton,
Derbyshire.
(Alfreton 48171

Pavilion Ballroom,
Matlock, Bath.
(Matlock 25601

Lambton Pleasure
Park,
Co Durham.

Commodore
International,
NUlhall Road,
Nottingham.
(Long Eaton
622471

CB companies ever to be seen
in this country, a truly interna
tional show so make sure you
come along on at least one of
the days, Send any entries
you many have for CB Diary to
our usual address and please
give us at least six weeks'
notice so that they will appear
in the relevant issue.

VENUE
Blue Boar, Hucknall.
(0602634655)

come to the rescue, summon
ed of course on the old CB, is
reminiscent of the destructive
finale of Convoy. All good fun,
good C & W music, and a very
professional film.

Breaker Breaker arrived too
late for us to include it
in this month's
feature on CB and

July 26th CB Mass Eyeball Et
Trade Show

August 31 st Radio Fair Et Mass
Eyeball

June 14th Radio Fair Et Mass
Eyeball

Juna 21 st 1st North East Eyeball

July 4th Uncle Sem's Eyeball

CB Diary
Busy, busy, the next few
months will be witnessing a
lot of activity on the CB scene
and as usual this is the place to
find out all about it. We're giv~

ing you plenty of warning for
our Exhibition which should
be the BIGGEST gathering of

DATE EVENT
June 7th The American Dream

Eyebell

September Citizens' Band Show
11,12, 13th

More CB On Video
What is the unlikeliest com·
bination you could think of in a
CB film? Go on, have a guess.
Give up? Well, I've just sat
through 90 minutes of the
strangest film I can remember
and I actually found the theme
of CB and Kung-Fu quite ab
sorbing. That's right, Breaker
Breaker from VIPCO actually
manages to combine CB and
Kung-Fu in a tather spec
tacular way. The plot basical
ly concerns a small American
town called Texas City, run by
the proverbial corrupt sheriff
and judge. Truckers venturing
into this town are pulled in by
the sheriff and convicted on
minor charges in order for the
judge to maintain his illicit
moonshine still. One young
trucker falls foui of the sheriff
and disappears. This prompts
his brother, adept at the mar
tial arts, to come looking for
him. After sending most of the
town flying on the end of his
boots he is eventually cap
tured and the final scene
where all his trucking friends

CITIZENS' BAND JULY 1981 9



SWRMETERS
Basic SWR Meter. . . . . . . . . . . £8.54
SWR/Power Meter .........•.....•..•.... £12.42
SWRlPower/F.5. Meter .....•..•.••.•••..... 15.44
SWA/F.S./Matcher , .. , £20.60
SWRJPowr/F.S./Matcher ........•••••.•.... £24.12

ANTENNA ACCESSORIES
Retractable Mast 3 mtr . . . . .... £10.35
Retractable Mast 6 mtr . . . . • . • • . • . . . . £20.70
Retractable Mast 9 mtr ........•..•..•..... £31.05
16'A12"'diameterpoles ..•.••.••.••..... £16.00
20' A 1 2'" diameter poles ...•..•..•..... £20.00
12'" Wall Brackets (Pair.) ...........•........ £5.77
28" Wall Brackets (Pair.) ............•....... £6.80
Double Chimney Lashing Kit ..........•..•.... £5.86
3 Way Ant.Switch with dummy load . £8.53
Dummy Load 30 watt .............••..•.... £6.80
Dummy Load 5 watt. . . . £1.06
Ferrite Rings , . , ......•..•.... £0.80
TVIFilterHighPass £5.50
TVI Filter Low Pass £6.21
Bremi Ant. Matcher ..............•..•..... £7.76
Bremi Power Reducer (For Unears) .....•..•..... £6.80
Valor 301 Ant. Magnetic Base ...•....... £12.93
Valor 401 Ant. Magnetic Base £15.43
Valor SS 104 Medium Spring .. . £4.73
ValorSS504 Heavy Duty Spring £6.03
Send for our full list of accessories.
(Please tel. for postage before ordering masts.)

RECEIVERS
CB/AM/FM Hira Multiband Receiver
(with squelch facility) . . . . . . . ..... £19.00 (£1 P&P)

ACCESSORIES
PAHom(Large). . ..••.... £12.50
PA Horn (Medium) . . . . . . . ..•......... £9.22
PA Horn (Small) . . . . . . . . ....•.. , £5.0B
MiniExtensionspeaker ........•..•......... £8.95
Headphoneswithboommic £12.95
Headphones Telex Std . £17.95
Headphones RE 220 Padded .. . ..•.••...... £7.95
EA41 ReverbUnit ..............•..•..... £17.07
Slide Mount . . . . . . . . . . . . ...••...... £4.95
CBCar Radio Converter 40 channel ...•..•..... £10.25

INDOOR/LOFT ANTENNAS
Mini800merang . ........•..... £11.94
Whisky Loft Antennas . . . . ... £24.95
Stabo Loft Antennas. . . . . ....•..... £29.95
MiniGP 27 Loft Antennas ..•..... £21.95

....... £2B.02

MOBILE ANTENNAS
K40 Antenna ............•...•..... £27.00
Avanti 6' Moonraker IMag.) ...•..•...... £49.95
Avanti 4' Moonraker (Mag.) £28.56
Avanti 6' Moonraker (Std.) ..........••.•.... £44.92
Avanti 4'Moonraker (Std.) ...........•...... £21.98
Rubber Duck High Quality Antenna ......•.•.... £10.25
Electric Retr. Antenna ..............•...... £28.87
Retractable Disguise Antenna .......••.••..... £8.18
Valor541 SMF48" Dial-a-Match £25.01
Valor531 SMF 24" Dial-a-Match ....••..•.... £24.15
Valor 560 60" Warrior (Whip) ........•....... £17.15
Valor 520 60· Half Breed (Whip) £13.70
Valor 3325' Black Magic Rod £9.05
Valor7365'AoadHogAod £12.24
Valor Antennas complete range in stock.
Turner Signal Kicker SK91 0 .....
(Allow £3 Post/Packing on mobile ants.)

L1NEARS/PRE-AMPLlFIERS
Bremi BRL 31 25 watt Burner £23.80
BremiBAL3545wattBurner £37.81
BremiBRL4070wattBurner £49.83
Bremi SRL 200 200w SSB/AM/FM mains operated . £103.40
Bremi BRL 1KW SSB 500w AM mains operated £333.35
Skipmaster 1OOw AM 1BOw SSB £11B.96
Skipmaster 150w AM 190wSSB £137.00
RP20Pre-Amplifier . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . £16.45
(Allow £2 Post/Packing on linears.)

POWER MIKES
Ham Master 4500 (Base) .......•..•....... £36.95
Ham Master4200 (Base) ......•...•....... £29.00
K40PowerMike ............•..••.••..... £27.00
AmericanLoltipopPowerMike ...•......•.... £29.95
Turner Exp. 500 . . . . . . ....•...•.••.... £48.95
TurnerRK 76 ... . . . . . . . . . .•. . £37.77
7VoltBatteries ..................•....... £2.95
Cobra Base (Power Mike) ..........•........ £36.84
Cobra Hand IPowerMikel .........••..•.... £16.31
(Allow £2 Post/Packing on Mikes.)

POWER SUPPLIES
Bremi 3/5 amp 13.8v .........•••.•••..... £12.24
Bremi 3/5 amp De-Luxe 13.8v .....•......... £13.70
Bremi5/7amp13.8v............. . .... £19.83

* South Coast CB Superstore *
Same Day Despatch Our Hotl"lne 0705 662145 Simply ring quoting your Barclaycard/Access

I • number for immediate despatch of items listed

BASE STATION ANTENNAS Bremi3/5ampDe-Luxe 13.Bv £17.70
Starduster/Skylab6.2Dbs ..........•..•.... £24.95 Bremi 517 amp l3.Bv . . .. . £19.98
SilverRod3.80bs .................••.... £25.95 Bremil0amp13.8v.... . £47.61
GPA 27 Half Wave End Fed 3.2 Dbs .......•.... £21.56 (Allow £1.50 Post/Packing on Power Supplies.)
City Star De-Luxe Base Antenna .. £28.95
Firenze 11 The 'Best' Ant. £59.95
AlcommOPA 11 VRVeryPopular4Dbs ...•..... £24.95
Avanti Sigma IV £69.95
Avanti PDl 11 Quad Ant. 12 Dbs £106.26
Hy-Gain 3 Element Beam, 8 Dbs ........•..... £59.95
BoomerangAntenna ...............•..... £10.81
(Allow £4 Post/Packing on all Ants.)

We are seeking specialist trade outlets.
Interested retailers contact Mike Devereux. The Souths Leading Wholesaler!
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Shakespeare,
A Fishing Story
Now listen you lot,
Shakespeare the antenna
people and Shakespeare the
fishing tackle people are not
connected in this country.
Barry Jackson from
Shakespeare UK is getting a
bit fed up with people ringing
him up asking for antennas
(he'll sort you out a nice line in
fishing rods, though). It
seems that some kind of cor
porate shake-up last
September in the USA
resulted in the various divi
sions in Shakespeare turning
into separate companies, so if
you want to talk about anten
nas make sure you get hold of
the right number.

Shure Looks
Interesting
Shure Electronics. better
known for their hi-fi bits and
pieces, are going into the
wonderful world of CB with
some professional-looking
mikes. Shure have already
made a reputation for
themselves with Hams and
their mikes are used widely on
communication equipment.

The model shown (right)
should soon be available
through reputable accessory
dealers and although we do
not have any details on price
we are assured by Shure that
they will be highly com
petitive. Of course, you can
be sure they are of the highest
quality. For more information
contact Shure direct at: Shure
Electronics Ltd, Eccleston
Road, Tovil, MaidstoneME15
6AU.

Competition Results
At long last we have finally
managed to open all the en·
tries to Competition Number
3 and to bring us right up to
date, we also have the results
of Competition Number 4 at
no extra cost.

Some 3,000 (plus) entries
came in for Competition
Number 3 and just to refresh
your memories, this was to
find the maximum number of
words from the words
'Citizens' Band'. We reckon·
ed that there would be at least
30 or so words. Our winner,
one Chris Womack from
Pontefract, managed to find
no less than 972 wordsl We
had to discount a few but his
total still stood at 903 which
made him the clear winner and
recipient of the base station

CITIZENS' BAND JULY 1981

kit. Second prize, the SSE
ATU and splitter box, goes to
Paul R Dicken from Walsall
with 73B words. What do
these people do with their
spare time? Third prize, a
year's subscription to the
magazine, goes to J Swanson
of Derby with 69B words.
Many of you sent in entries
that were not strictly in the
spirit of the competition and
were disqualified accordingly.
Proper names and plurals
were just not on but, all in all,
there was an amazing
response. A hearty thanks to
everyone who took the con·
siderable time and trouble to
enter.

Competition Number 4
now. The question was how
many penguins did a CBer see
after driving 10 miles south,

1 5 miles west and 10 miles
north and ending back where
he started from? The answers
we got were almost 100%
correct, and that answer was
None. The reason was simple
If you thought about it. The
only place you can travel thus
and still return to where you
started from is at the North
Pole and we all know that
penguins are only to be found
at the South Pole. One or two
smart alecs did propose the
theory that there might be a
sweet shop at the North Pole
selling Penguin biscuits and a
couple of others proved by
some devious trignometric
means that a similar journey
could be made at the South
Pole and Equator but these
were disallowed 'cos we
didn't understand them.

UPDATE
Twin Ears And Pistol
Grip
Interesting title eh? Bet you
are wondering what it's all
about! The answer is not ac
tually what you are thinking;
the twin ears is a twin speaker
that clips to the sun visor in
your car. This handy gadget
saves you drilling unsightly
holes in the old man's car yet
gives the rig that big sound so
you won't miss a single word.
The twin visor speaker comes
from Superex and will cost
you less than £ 12. The se
cond goodie also comes from
Superex and is known as the
PV1 Power Voice Micro
phone. It's shaped in the
pistol grip, easy to conceal,
one-handed operation format
that is becoming very popular.
The PV 1 comes complete
with an ingenious solder less
plug fitted that will allow you
to hook it up to virtually any rig
in a matter of minutes. The
mike also comes complete
with a battery, full fitting in
structions, and all this for
under £25. Oh, by the way, it
actually works quite well too.
So, where can you get all
these wonderful bits? From
none other than good old
Wintjoy, of course.
Glamorous Glynn Hall down
there in Shepperton will be on
ly too happy to relieve you of
your pound notes in his amaz
ing CB emporium and if you
would like a 25% di:scount on
any of his goods we wouldn't
be at all suprised. Wintjoy can
be found sunning themselves
at 103 High Street, Shepper
ton, Middlesex.

So the winner, first one out
of the carrier bag, was R
Senior of Leeds. Mr Senior
wins an Elco Test meter. Se
cond prize goes to Stave Cook
from Tottenham, London,
who wins a Science Fair
Monitor, and third prize, a
year's subscription to the
magazine, goes to Bill Beuxley
(at least that's how we
translated his indecipherable
scribble) from Tetbury, Glos.

Prizes for both competi
tions should be on their way
by now and once again, thank
you to everyone who entered.
Have a look at Competition
Number 6 this month to get
the old grey matter going.
Results to our Beauty Contest
(Competition Number 5) next
month, and what an ugly lot
you all are - great stuff I •
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With mobile radio
systems currently
costing in excess of
£2,000 there is a case
for using CB as a
cheaper alternative.
E A Cooper looks at the
possibilities

W
ell, the age of
Citizen's Band radio,
or 'Open Channel',
as the Home Office
originally called it, is
nearly upon us. I

note with interest that on the headings
of the specifications issued recently I

even the Home Office have used
'Citizen's Band', Still, don't knock it, at
least we've got it! We have been led to
understand that the'go' date should be
early October - not before time, I
might add. Of course, when it first
becomes available in the retail stores,
every man and his dog will have a rig,
and I can foresee that the 40 channels
that we have been allocated will be full
of new breakers all trying to get used to
the language and the new toy that
graces the dashboard of their cars. (It
will be interesting to see how many
people can actually drive in a straight
line when only one hand is being used
on the wheel. I Hopefully there will be
some old breakers on channel to give
the new gentlemen, and hopefully
some ladies, a general guide to the cor
rect operation of their rigs.

As soon as the general melee has
quietened down a little, and more air
time is available, there should be room
for small businesses to operate on the

l
CB bands. In these days of general
economic problems, the only way for
the small business to compete with the
larger concerns is to be more efficient;
and to give a quicker and therefore bet
ter service. The most obvious way to
improve the service is on the com
munications front. How many times, I
wonder, has your television quit, or
your fridge freezer stopped freezing, or
the car refused to start outside your
own house? All these things, as well
we know, create havoc at the times
when we least want them to. So you
rush to the phone and, having found
the number, dial it six times before you
convince Buzby to make the right con
nection, only to find that although the
company concerned are bending over
backwards to help you, there is no way
they can get anyone to you for at least
24 hours.

SHERIDANI
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By and large the companies want
to stay in business and help you im
mediately but they have a problem.
Anything you phone in today can only
be done tomorrow, because they have
a limited staff probably covering a 10
to 1 5 mile radius of their service point,
and once the engineer or represen
tative has left the depot, he is not con-

their customer, who naturally always
expects the best service at all times.

Of course you can apply this to
your own business. All businesses are
slightly different, so you can work out
which way CB would help you most.

There are, of course, limitations to
the CB system. First and foremost is
the range. A well·sited base station,
radiating the maximum allowable 4

~3ri"-------::~~~",,';"....-::; watts to a standard mobile:: should, if set up correctly,
have a range of appro
ximately 12 to 1 5 miles

radius (not

Advantage
The biggest advantage is cost. Approx
imately £ 100 will buy you a base sta
tion, and about £60 a very good rig.
The base aerial will cost £30 to £40 for
a good one that will withstand wind
and weather, and a mobile aerial about
£ 12 to £20, depending on type used
and type of base required. For a total
outiay of only £250, then, you will
have a valuable asset to your business,
which is tax deductable, and better
communication with one mobile. Com
pare this with a base and one mobile
from a well known radio telephone
company. Base station £1,200 plus
aerial £125, plus mobiles at around
£600, pius aerial £40, plus fitting
£40. Total: £2,005. Very economical,
you're thinking. Range is better, about
25 to 30 miles, and this system is
private. But that seems a high price to
pay for privacy. ..

tactable until his return. Assuming he
has about five of six calls to attend to,
and given our unpredictable British
weather and our increasingly difficult
traffic conditions, he can easily be
away all day.

Some large companies who ser
vice, for example, commercial freezers
in hotels, or freezer shops, do have a
form of communication via one of the
popular brands of radio telephone
systems currently available. The
systems available from Aircall, which
covers almost the entire country and
Securicor, which covers about half of
the country at present, work through
control operators spread around the
major towns of the country and are
relatively expensive to run. The only
other option is to rent or buy a complete
system which consists of a base sta
tion and the desired amount of mobiles
from one of the proprietary radio
telephone companies (Pye, Stoma,
etc).

All these systems are too expen
sive for the small user whose require
ment is to keep his cost down although
he would still find it useful to be able to
have immediate communications with
his mobile staff. This is where CB could
come into its own. Consider, if you will,
your local garage having received your
phone call about the car that refused to
start. While you are still on the phone
the garage operator could call the
breakdown vehicle on the CB, ascer
tain his location, get his estimate of the
time he is likely to be on the job he is at,
or if he has not reached it, decide
whether it could wait for half an hour
while he diverts to you and gets your
car started. All the basic information
you require to decide whether it is a taxi
job for work to stop you swelling the
ranks of the unemployed, and a snow
job on the phone to the boss, or a short
wait for your own vehicle, could be
given to you on your original phone call.
From the garage point of view there are
two benefits:
• They can always contact their
breakdown vans and get work down
the most economical way.
• They have appeared efficient to
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30 miles, as one importer was telling a
goggle-eyed crowd of retailers at the
May Radio Show in London). In prac
tice it will be found that the actual
working distance will be nearer 10
miles for constant reliable communica
tion. This of course relies on the fact
that you have your business in the
outlying areas of towns or in the coun
try. In the centre of London or Birm
ingham, for instance, you can only ex
pect about a 3 to 5 mile radius.

The second drawback is that as
the system is simple, ie both base sta
tion and mobile transmission and
reception frequencies are the same,
anybody listening to your working
channel (say 3B) would hear both sides
of your conversation. Job pirating 
possibly, but it is up to you to limit the
amount of information that you pass
over the air. This could be very difficult
with any taxi firms that decided that CB
could boost their business.
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one or two sales
covering small

The Future
How about in the future? Well, a lot
depends on the final decision by the
Home Office but there could be, in the
not too distant future, another feature
added to CB sets which will enable in
dividual sets to be called. The facility is
called 'Seli Call' or Selective Call, and
works as follows.

A small company has a base sta
tion and six mobiles, the Managing
Director wants to contact his salesman
- let's call him Keith. to call on a CB
customer very quickly because he has
nearly run out of sets and he wishes to
order some more, but he does not want

to order over the phone in case the op
position have got it bugged. Keith has a
CB rig in his car, and his set has a preset
Number, 4, say. His director pushes
the 4 on a key pad on his base station.
This sends from the base transmitter a
coded tone which is received by all six
mobiles. However, four of the mobiles
will ignore the signal, only the correct
number rig will bJeep or buzz to let Keith
know that he is being called. In case he
is away from his vehicle, a small light
will be left on, to let him know he has
been called. Simple but useful, it saves
anybody listening to every incoming
call for the company and thus saves
time.

Suggestions
Here are just a few examples of other
business benefits of CB:
• Architects visiting sites could let the
office know of position, and any im~

mediate modifications to plans or sizes
• TV repair mobiles
• Garage breakdown mobiles
• Vets making house calls or farm

calls
• Conglomerate harvesting com~

panies
• Companies with

representatives
areas

• Farmers, communicating to tractors
and harvesters.

Of course all this is OK providing
that when the Government announce
their final regulations regarding CB
they do not state, as they do for the
radio hams, that "No business of a
commercial nature may be discussed
on the designated airwaves". Well, we
shall see. The latest rumours for the
Home Office suggest that business use
for CB will be OK. Let's hope it's true!

THESE SPACE INVADERS WILL ALARM YOU-the price won't!

SEND lOP (postage) for details and discount prices of selected
CASIO and SEIKO watches, CASIO clocks and calculators and
CAS10TONE keyboards, including the new VL-l (6 sounds with
record/playback facility, spanning almost 5 octaves, 10 auto
rhythms, variable tempo and calculator! RRP £39.95 £35.95l.

LCD QUARTZ DIGITAL CAR CLOCKS?
MA·' Symphonic alarm with snooze facility. Hourly chimes.

Night illumination. Approx 15 months battery life. 1% x 4 Vi: x 3
;nches. IRRP £11.951 ONLY £9.95

PQ·20 (Provisional) spec!. About the size of a thin Mars Bar.
Clock with alarm and night illumination. Easily attached to

dashboard. IRRP £14.951 ONLY £12.95

The space invaders are back.
This time right on your wristl

CA-SO GAME
The keyboard is effactiyely divided in half. Any or all
of the left hand buttson 11. 2. 4. 5, 7, 8) becoma
AIM and any or all of tha right hand buttons becoma
FIRE.

Tha random digital invaders attack from the bot·
tom right and moya ecross the display. Eyery tima
you tap AIM your missile number, displayad top
right, plograsses by 1. When your missile number
coincides with an invader. tap FIRE and that
spaceship will disappear. adding to youl score. Sinca
this is a speed gama. the aarliar you destroy an in·
Yader, the higher it will score. The game is oyer if3
of the 16 spaceships in an encounter penatrate your
defences.

There ara 2 stages, each stage hayinQ 9 en·
counters. In stage 1 the game speeds up with each
encounter and in stage 2 the invaders attack from a
closer position. After stage 2 the game raYerts back
to the beginning of stage 1, but the score. which is
added and displayed after aach encountar, is carried
forward.

Depanding very much on your skill, one game can
lest for as much as an hour or more. The highest
score so far will be retained in a non'yolatile
memory. (This will be erased if the stopwatch func·
tion is utilised!.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

• Calculator
• Stopwatch
• Alarm
• Dual time
• Digital space

invader game

CA 901 (abova)

£29.95
CA 90 Uaft)

Game Display

£24.95

CASIO'S MOST AMAZING
WA TCHES EVER

CA-SO SPECIFICATION
Time: Hours. minutes, seconds, am/pm, day and
date. ana-touch changeoyer between 12/24 hours.
Calandar: Automatic; day, data, month and year pre·
programmed until the year 2002.

;~~~II:tti~~S~~i~~t~o~~t~~i~ f~~g:t~y~~I/O~~ basic
Alarm: 24 hour reminder alarm, with "alarm on"
symbol. Can be switchad on or off.
Hourly tima signal: Eyary hour, on the hour. The
signal, with symbol, can ba switched on or off.
Stopwatch: Profassional 1/100 second stopwatch
maasuring net, lap and first and second piece.
Dual tima: An eltarnatiye time (second tima ~one)
can be memorisad. Hours end minutas; 12 or 24
hour format.
Tone control: Pitch can ba varied in 10 steps.
Gama: Additiye digital spaca invader speed game.
Night time illumination. + or - 15 sacs/month ac·
curacy. Mineral glass face. Stainless staal back.
Metal keys. Water resistant case.
CA·90 Rasin case and strap. Dimensions: 46.0mm le

35.2mm le 10.5mm (thickness).
CA-SOl Metal case, steinless steal bracelet.
40.5mm le 35.2mm le 10.5mm (thickness).
12 months guarantee.

Offers are subject to ayailability
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(10 per lot)
(12 per lot}

(6 per lot)
(5 per lot)

(14 per lot)
(2 per lot)

(10 per lot)
(6 per lot)

(10 per lot)
(10 per lot)
(10 per lot)
(20 per lot)
(12 per lot)

(6 per lot)
(10 per lot)
(1 5 per lot)
(1 2 per lot)
(1 5 per lot)

(1 00 per lot)
(12 per lot)
(1 5 per lot)
(10 per lot)

Ceeta Trading Co.
Your One Four For CB Accessories
75 WHITECHAPEL HIGH STREET

LONDONE17QX Tel:01-2471365/1364
NEAR ALDGATE EAST UNDERGROUND & BLOOMS

RESTAURANT
ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED

One of London's biggest wholesalers offering SPECIAL
PRICES on ALL ITEMS FOR EXAMPLE

DV-27 complete £3.25
Harada TK-21 £7.50
Avanti Astro Phantom £5.90
Avanti Moonraker £ 15.00
K-40aerial £18.00
HomeBase £7.75
Power Mikes £4.50
K-40 Speech Processor £ 19.00
Alarm (to protect CB radio and antenna) £ 5.25
CheapestSWR £4.20
HyComSWR/power £6.50
SplitterBox £2.95
25Wattsamplifier £11.95
RFPreAmps £9.15
TVI Low Pass Filter £3.60
PowerSupply3t05Amps £7.25
External Speaker £ 1.90
PAHorn ' £2.70
PL-259 £0.20
Slid Mount (lock mount) £ 1 .65
CBMonitorRadio £7.90
FM Wireless Microphone £3.90
WalkieTalkies from £7.50to £15.00

WE ALSO STOCK FULL RANGE OF SEIKO WATCHES, CASIO CALCULATORS, RADIOS,
LIGHTERS, ELECTRONIC GAMES, TOOLS AND CAR ENTERTAINMENT

WE ARE SOLE IMPORTERS OF ELFTONE, ELFlITE, ELFTIME, ELFDRI PRODUCTS
NO MAIL ORDER

ALL OUR PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY OF STOCK
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO ALTER PRICES WITHOUT NOTICE

ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT.
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Alpha 1000
This, as you can seetrom the pictures, is a
fairly basic mobile rig. Controls are kept to
an absolute minimum though the rig itself
is a full specification, 40 channel 4 watts.
The front microphone socket will please
many breakers as the side·mounted varie·
ty often causes problems on our right
hand drive cars. The green tw<rdigit chan
nel display is bright enough to be seen in
strong daylight yet not too bright for night
time use. An edgewise panel meter gives a
constant readout of signal strength on
receive and an indication of relative
transmit power when the mike is keyed.

Connections to the antenna
and external-speaker is via a
standard 50239 socket and

3.5 mm jack socket, so
there shouldn't be any
compatibility problems
with existing set-ups.

@l

@i1 @l ~~~~

W
ell, here they are. The
rigs shown on this
page are, at the time
of writing, the very
first rigs in the coun
try to conform to the
new specifications.

The rigs in question come from
Shadow Communications who will be
marketing the Alpha range (shown herel
in a number of well known high-street
stores and perhaps more significantly,
via mail-order catalogues. One com
pany at least - Grattan - will be featur
ing Shadow rigs in their new catalogues
and several others look set to follow
suit.

So far the Shadow rigs look as though
they will be the cheapest mobile rigs on the
market. The Alpha 1000 model may well
be retailing at under £50, and at that price it
will make even the most hardened AM
breaker think about investing in a
second, legal rig. Let's
look at the range in
some more detail.

~
"'':'''_~

Three new rigs for you this
month with the cheapest
possibly selling for under
£501
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Unfortunately we are unable to give you
too many details of the Shadow base
station rig, save for retail price. It is
hoped that this will be around £ 1 10 but
as before, look around for special offers.

Shadow will also be marketing at
least one antenna for their rigs and this
will almost certainly be of the stainless
steel whip type with a loading coil on the
base. Retail price for this should be
under £ 1O. Shadow Communications
can be reached on 0763 46631 and
they are located at Lumen Road,
Royston, Hens. •

Alpha 2000
The recommended retail price for the
Alpha 2000 is around £74.95, but we
can expect to see it sold for significantly
less when the price war hots up. This
model has all the basic specifications of
the 1000 and a couple of extra controls
to make life a little simpler. A tone
switch allows for either high or low
audio output, a distinct benefit of F~.

A PA (Public Address) facility
allows for connection to an external
loudspeaker to enable you to shout at
pedestrians, though the worth and
popularity of this particular gimmick is
questionable. Next to the squelch con
trol is a useful RF gain control, which
allows the user to reduce the receiver
sensitivity to transmission - useful if
you are trying to copy a breaker nearby,
minimising the swamping that usually
occurs. Again, as with the 1000, the
2000 has a signal strength/RF output
meter and digital channel display.

Alpha 3000
This is the top of the range mobile rig. It
boasts a host of features including chan
nel 9 priority, external/internal speaker,
Delta Tune, Microphone gain and dim
mer for the channel display. The recom
mended retail price for the 4nit is a very
reasonable £79.95, though again we can
expect it to be sold for significantly less in
the high street. The 3000 is slightly bigger
than the other two models, though this
shouldn't be a problem as far as installa
tion is concerned in the average family car.
One disadvantage, however, with the
3000 is the side-mounted microphone
socket which can be a bit of a nuisance. A
spokesman for Shadow has indicated that
they are aware of this problem but re- ..2. --:==::;
tooling costs at the factory have preve~ted

re-siting this socket at an economIc price.
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TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
ON ALL PRODUCTS-ASK

ABOUTOUR FULL RANGE....

201 DUNSTABLE ROAD,LUTON BEDS
TELEPHONE (0582) 425722/3

incVAT P&P
COMPLETE
WITH PLUG

COl..G.T.I.

MAGMOUNT
ANTENNA ALL PRE'WIREO

INSTALLS
IN MINUTES'

6gt~r.~~ £11'95MA>: INe.VAT.
EFFICIENCY P&P.

•oora
"'-'POWER MIKE ,

4or5pinplease ~
statewhlChreqd \:...i

£13.95

I enclose Cheque/P.a. Payable to
KNIGHT CB SPECIALISTS for £ :c-:::--=-=----,-c:-=:--=___
I wish to pay by BARCLAYCARD 0 ACCESS 0 lick Z,...
Card No [ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ~

CONVERT YOUR 40ch RIG TO AN

~~~619~~
THE TANK

·...,1......., MOBILE LINEAR
AMPLIFIER

30 Watts AM-60Watts SSB

£24h~'95G
lNCVAT P&P

DIGALOG TECHNOLOGY INC

DIGI-SCAN
400

FREQUENCVEXPANDER
ILLEGAL ALL OVER£89.95
THE WORLD INe

VAT
1200 CHANNELS SIDEBAND pap
400 CHANNELS AM

£3.50
INCL. P&P

IDLAND~
INTE~NAT'ONAL

49MHZ·2CHANNEL

WALKIE-TALKIE
COMPLETE WITH WRISTSTRAP
AND TELESCOPIC ANTENNA"
EXCLUSIVE CALL SIGNAL,
ALERTTONE,100MWPOWER
SUPERHETERODYNE
RECEIVER,EASY TO USE.
SWITCH ON PUSH BUTTON
TOTALK OR SENDSIGNAL.
Approx ±hMileRange-
9Volt Battery.
lnot included!

£29·~~nc
VAT.P&P

SIGNATURE

-------------------TO: KNIGHT CB SPECIALISTS, 201 DUNSTABLE ROAD,LUTON, BEDS.
Please send me the following items: NAME _

1 £ ADDRESS
2 £ _

3- £
Use separate sheel,f necessary

Please allow up 10 21 days for delivery TOTAL s: -----

5Tf;PTHE EPf()£Mlt "OW!
foR £5-95 INe

ONLY ¥~~
If someone rips ofl your CB gear how much wilt
you be able to claim on your insurance policy??
THIS IS THE SIMPLEST MOST EffECTIVE CAR
ALARM YOU CAN BUV-AT ANY PRICE.
Complete with full instruetions
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Citizens' Band is the official organ of
the Charing Cross Road White Lion ........
Lunchtime Turkey Rosta and Chips Ap
preciation Society and, as such, seeks t---t
to promote the consumption of this fine
dish among the staff of CB journalists a..-""'l

within a hundred-yard radius of the
aforementioned establishment. .-...

In pursuit of this noble objective ...
we intend to publish a major feature in ...
the forthcoming August issue discuss
ing the likely implications of CB Radio ...11

and Civil Defence, or 'what is the best ........
way to stop your DV27 melting after a
10 megaton airburst five miles away'? ~...
Also in this issue we have an in-depth
survey of the CB Accessory Scene - ...--t
what's available, where to get it, and is
it worth having? About this time we are
expecting to bring you the run-down on ~:j

the Government proposals for I
Operating Codes of Practice and Pro- ....-..
cedures for the new FM service. We
see how this will affect the regular ..........
devotees of Turkey Rosta and Chips,
and what the long-term prospects are
for a reduction in the price of 95p per ..........
portion. Mack The Hack will be giving
us some advice on how to prepare .
Turkey Rosta and Chips with just a tin ..
of Kennomeat and two large King Ed
wards, Albie Vickers will be discussing .-..
the merits of Turkey Rosta in relation to
the Sideband Scene, and Chris Peter-
son will be looking Inside CB at how -1
chips can be used in modern CB rigs -1
and whether Turkey Rosta has any
place in this new technology.

All in all, it's a fun-packed bumper
issue with lots of whizzo wheezes and
plenty to get your teeth into, especially ....•
if you happen to like Turkey Rosta and
Chips.
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Alternative
'Phone

hnology

pen to have one, or you can fix it to the
BT telephone lines if you don't mind
running the risk of being caught. BT
have publicly stated that they will
disconnect anyone who they catch us
ing illicit equipment on their lines.

If you are concerned about incurr
ing the wrath of BT, you should only
buy approved equipment and if you are
not sure about the piece of equipment
that you want to buy, ask the shop
keeper if it is BT-approved. The vast
majority of auxiliary telephone equip
ment on sale in Britain has not been ap
proved and yet nearly every major
West End store has a telephone
counter where they will be only too
pleased to sell you anything from a
leather-covered trimphone to a multi
function auto-dialler. There are also
dozens of shops throughout the coun
try that sell nothing but telephone
equipment, and they all appear to be
thriving.

Realistically Priced
One of the biggest chains of retail
outlets in Britain is Tandy and they sell
several telephone gadgets. I looked at
the ET-lOO, a self-contained slimline
push-button telephone which may not

• ••• • • • •••••••• • •• •• •• ••• •• •••••• • ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••
• •• • •• • •••••••.' JIto.... •..? .. ~ .• • •• I ••

•• •••
•••••••••• •• ••• ••• • •

O
nce upon a time there was
the 'General Post Office',
but then the powers that
be decided that 'The Post
Office' sounded better and
so the General was drop

ped. That satisfied them for a while,
but then they had another think and
thought that although 'Post Office'
sound alright for the mail delivery side
of the business, the teiephone and
telecommunications side should have a
different name. This eventually
resulted in the decision to split the Post
Office in two. The postal section is
keeping the name 'Post Office' and the
telephone and telecommunications
section is being re·named 'British
Telecom'.

With the formation of British
Telecom has come a relaxation of the
rigid attitudes that were held by the
previous incumbents and it is now of
ficial policy to allow private lie non-BT)
equipment to be attached to their lines,
something that was unthinkable
before. This new ruling does not mean
that you can rush out and buy any old
answering machine and connect it to
your telephone. All equipment that is
attached to BT lines must be BT
approved, and most of the equipment
on sale in this country isn't. You can at
tach non-approved equipment to a
private telephone system, if you hap-

• ••••••••••• •
••••••••••••

• ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• • •••• • •• •• ••• • •••••
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••
• • •••••• •• •••••••• ••••• •••

It seems that everywhere
you look there are shops
selling telephone
paraphernalia.
We sent Andy Giles out to
sample some of their
wares, and this is what he
found.
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up to 8 other numbers after it has rung
the first. That means that you can pro
gram in all your morning's calls and it
will dial them all for you in order. It can
also be used 'hands free' and it has a
built-in calendar, digital clock, seven
setting alarm clock and stopwatch.
The telephone will record the telephone
number and duration of each call made,
which is a good way of making sure
your bill is correct and of also making
sure your telephone is not being used
for calls to America without your
knowledgeI There are also recharge
able batteries to make sure you don't
lose the numbers in the memories,
should the power fail.

The Crypto 1 contains just about
everything that it is possible to build in
to a telephone and it represents the
state of the art of telephone technology
today. It costs £195 and it is avail
able from Chervonne Gift 8outique, 9
New Cavendish Street, London WI
(telephone 01-486 83281. ~

Crypto 1
The Crypto 1 is similar in many ways to
the Compuphone - it's a telephone
that has a built-in auto-dialler and it has
52 memories each containing a
number that can be dialled automatic
ally, or it can be used as a normal push
button telephone. It will automatically
re·dial an engaged number up to 16
times and it can be programmed to dial

• • • • • • • • •• • • • •• • • • •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • ••• ••

A nice feature of this set is the
'hands off' mode of operation. If you
don't want to hold the telephone next
to your ear, because you're writing, for
instance, then it is possible to have the
caller's voice coming out of a loud
speaker and for you to speak normally.
The Compuphone will pick up your
voice with its built-in microphone.
There is a microphone sensitivity con
trol that allows you to adjust the sen
sitivity of the microphone so that you
can sit well back from your desk and
still be heard, and there is also a mute
switch so that you can turn the
microphone off when you don't want
to be heard at all.

The Compuphone is another fine
piece of telephonic equipment that
would make a useful addition to your
office. It costs around £150 and it is
available from Intercall Ltd, 5 Hampton
Court Parade, East Molesey, Surrey.

• •• • • •• • • •• • • • •• • • • • •• • • • • •

•

J

• • • •

touch of a button and it can store up to
32 complete numbers in its memories.
If, when it has dialled a number for you,
it discovers that the number is engag
ed, it will releese the line after 30
seconds, then wait another 30
seconds and then automatically dial
the number again. It will repeatthis pro
cedure five times or until the call is
answered, whichever comes first. The
large red display shows the number be
ing called and the built-in loudspeaker
allows you to monitor the ringing or
engaged tone without holding the
handset which means that you only
need to pick up the telephone when you
know that there is someone at the
other end. The keypad on the front of
the set can be used to dial out, just as
with a normal push-button telephone,
and there is also a 'last number re-dial'
button. The set will send either British
style pulses or American style tones so
that itcan be used ell overthe world. As
with all microprocessor-controlled
equipment, it's very easy for the
manufacturer to add a few more bits to
the inside of the chip to give the
machine more functions. That's why
the AD-200 is also a digital clock, an
alarm clock, a stopwatch and a
calculator.

The AD-200 is a useful gadget to
have on your office desk. It has lots of
features, is very easy to install and use
and it will work with direct lines or
PABX switchboards. It costs around
£80 and is available from Larirest Ltd,
7-8 Market Place, London WIN 7AG.

The Compuphone
The Compuphone is really an auto
dialler with a built-in telephone. It has
all the usual features of a good auto
dialler; it can be used to automatically
dial anyone of 16 pre-programmed
numbers, it has a 'last number re-dial'
button plus an automatic re-dial facility
that will re-dial the number up to 10
times in the event of it being engaged.
It will transmit either British or
American pulses and tones down the
line, it has a battery back-up for the
memories and also has a button that
allows you to put a caller on 'hold'
while you get through to another ex
tension: you can then transfer the call.
There is also a pause control that
makes the set wait for a dial tone when
it is being used with an office switch
board. There are also the usual clock
and stopwatch facilities.

• • •

• • • • • • • •• • •

•
•
•
•
•
••••

• • • • • • • • • •• • • • • •

be at the top of their range, but at only
£20.25 complete, it represents very
good value for money. It's easy to in
stall and it has the usual calculator style
keypad that is used to dial the number.
It also has a mute button and a re-dial
button. The mute button disconnects
the microphone so that the person on
the other end aftha line can't hear what
you are saying - the electronic
equivalent of putting your hand over
the mouthpiece. The re-dial button will
re-dial the last complete number that
the telephone was used to call, as long
as it doesn't contsin more than 17
digits. This button can be pressed as
many times as is necessary to get
through, very useful when you are try
ing to get through to a number that is
engageo for along time. The button will
remember the number almost in
definitely, or until a new number is pun
ched in. The volume of the ringer can be
adjusted by means of a three position
switch which can be set to H - where
the volume is at maximum, L - where
the volume is reduced, or S - where
the ringer won't work at all. At the bot
tom of the set is the actuator bar that is
used to hang up, either manually by
pressing the bar, or automatically by
placing the telephone face down on a
flat surface. The ET-100 is available in
either white or brown plastic and
although I can't enthuse about the styl
ing, I must say that it is extremely good
value for money.

Auto-dialler
The AD-200 is a microprocessor
controlled auto-dieller. It will diela pre
progremmed telephone number at the

••• ••• •• •• • •• •• • •• • •• • • •• • •• • • •• • • •
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ing machine that I have seen and I par
ticularly like the idea of not having to
carry a bleeper - I always iose things
like that anyway. The T 601 is made
by ITT, costs £349.50 and is also
available from the Chervonne Gift
Boutique.

If you look around you will see
dozens of different types of telephones
being sold, everything from Italian mar
ble to transparent plastic. Glynn Hall of
Wlntjoy has opted out of the race to see
who can stock the most telephones, in
stead he sells all the different plugs and
sockets and adaptors that you need to
connect these American style tele
phones to the British telephone lines.

Voice Actuated
The T 601 is a telephone with a built-in
answering machine. It can be used as
an ordinary telephone and you have the
option of either rotary or push-button
dialling. Early answering machines
could only record short messages and it
was necessary for you to return home
and re-run the tape before you could
hear those messages. More recent
machines have incorporated a retine
ment that makes it possible for you to
make your machine re-play your
messages when you call it from
another telephone. To do this you have
to dial your home number, wait for the
machine to answer the call and then
you send an assortment of electronic
tones down the line to it. The tones are
generated by a little gadget that is sup
plied with those machines that have
this facility and each machine is set to
recognise its own bleeper. When it
hears those tones it immediately
rewinds the tape back to the beginning
and then it will replay all your messages
for you down the telephone line. This is
a good system but it has two major
drawbacks. The first is that the bleeper
gadget is small and easy to lose, and
the second is the fact that there are not
many permutations of the tones used in
the bleepers, and I know of several peo
ple who can whistle an assortment of
notes and make most of these
machines replay their messages - not
a very secure system.

The T 601 seems to have over
come both of these problems and it has
done so in an ingenious way. To start
with there is no bleeper, your voice
controls the machine. It does not have
a voice recognition circuit as this would
be far too expensive for a machine in
this price range - instead it is controll
ed by five small switches on the under
side of the casing. Any of these five
switches can be turned on or off and if
we assume that numbers three and five
have been turned on we will be able to
see how the machine works. Step one
is to call your home number from any
other telephone. The machine will then
answer your telephone and ask you if
you want to leave a message. When
the machine has finished speaking it
will then send out five tones, each with
a two-second gap. If you speak (any
word will do) after tone number three
and tone number five, the machine will
rewind the tape and then replay all of
your messages down the telephone. At
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the end of the messages you can in
struct the machine to erase the tape
and start recording again from the
beginning or you can tell it to carry on
recording from where it left off. There
are 31 possible combinations of the
switches and it is most unlikely that
anyone else would be able to make
your machine replay your messages
and you don't have to carry a bleeper
with you all the time. The digital code
can be changed as often as you want 
all you have to do is reset the five
switches.

When the T 601 answers the
telephone for you, it will usually replay
a message that you have recorded,
asking the caller to leave a message
because you are out. If the tape is full,
or if there is a technical fault with the
tape cassette or if you have set it so
that it is in the announce only mode, it
will play another message that you
have pre-recorded that explains that
you are out but doesn't ask the caller to
leave a message for you. If the set is
faulty there is a smail red display that
will show whereabouts in the set the
fault lies. The length of the pre
recorded announcements can be 30,
45 or 60 seconds and the message
tape lasts for 30 minutes. Each in
dividual message can be up to three
minutes long. If, as often happens with
telephone answering maChines, the
caller hangs up without leaving a
message, the T 601 will automatically
rewind the message tape so that none
is wasted. This machine can be set to
telephone on either the first or the
fourth ring.

This is the best telephone answer-

• • • • • •• • • • •• • • • •• • • •• •
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Pre-Recorded
GMTC are well known for their tele
phone answering machines but they
also sell a useful little accessory that is
not so well known. This is a pre
recorded tape of messages that you
can leave in your answering machine
for people to hear when they call you.
The casselle has 20 different
messages on it and each one of them is
in the voice of a famous personality.
There's Peter Sellers as Inspector
Clouseau, John Wayne, Michael Caine,
Peter Lorre and lots more. 1don't know
who's doing the voices but they are
very good and perhaps more important,
very funny. This tape is the sort of thing
that goes down well at parties as well
as being a handy thing to have to put in
your machine.

The GMTC tape that I listened to
came from the CO Centre at 10 Merton
Parade, Kingston Road, London and it
costs £ 1. 50.

There are lots of telephone
gadgets that I have not yet played with
such as call diverters, burglar alarms
that automatically call the police, etc
and I hope to be able to have a look at
them in the not too distant future, but in
the meantime if you feel that you must
see them for yourselves, why don't
you pop into your local telephone
shop? They'll be only too pleased to
show them to you. •

Note. Readers are reminded that British
Telecom will not hesitate in cutting you
off if they catch you filling unapproved
gadgets to their lines. You have been
warned I
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299 - Cteremount Road, Halifax HX36 AW. West Yorkshire.
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10422) 40792
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~
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Telex 336789
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SPEECH
PROCESSOR

ACCESSORIES
The Big Dummy's Guide to C.B..
DV 27 antenna from
K-40 antenna .
Mag Mounts K-40 .
S.W.R./Power Meters from
Patch Leads .
2 Amp Power Supply from .
3-5 Amp Power Supply from.
Roger-Bleep .
Power Mike from .
Extension Speakers from
A.M./C.B. Converter ...
And many more C.B. Accessories
All Prices exclude Carriage and V.A.T.
Opening Hours: Man-Sat Barn - 5.30pm;
Sun 1Dam - 12.30pm
Just give us a ring on:
Tavistock 0822-5865, ask for Transistor Kid
Tavistock 0822-5247, ask for Silicon Chip
London 01-520-7236, ask for Rifleman

STRUn LTD
3d 8ARLEY MARKET STREET, TAVISTOCK,
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THEK4Q
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NORTHERN
COMMUNICATIONS

DON'T BE FOOLED BY IMITATIONS
THIS IS THE REAL THINGI

£26.50VAT 15% + packing
to NORTHERN COMMUNICATIONS

• Clips anywhere without a·
clip

• Processes speech with 8\
computer circuit

• Sound sensitive 2 inches
or 2 feet

• Two mics with one switch
• Fresh charge with no

batteries
• Noise cancellingI
• Guaranteed 12 months

against chipping, rusting,
cracking and electrical failure
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OMPE,TITIO
Sitting here in my ivory tower, surrounded by half-naked, nubile temptresses and

counting my wages into a handy wheelbarrow, I was reminded that once again its
competition time.

"Hey ho, what shall we give them this month?" I mused to myself. How about six
months with my gold-edged American Express card? Can we give away a three

month, all expenses paid holiday to the West Indies? No, on second thoughts, we
don't want to spoil you lot do we? Give you ideas above your station, and all that.

This month's prizes are as follows:

First Prize: The Shakespeare Knight Stick as reviewed in
this issue plus 25 'Legalise CB' balloons. (We've still got
millions of them hanging around, any offers?)
Second Prize: 50 'Legalise CB' balloons plus a rather
natty SSE Horn Speaker.
Third Prize: Three million 'Legalise CB' balloons plus a
year's sub to the mag.

"How can I win these valuable prizes?" I hear you all
ask. Easy, all you have to do is write on the back of a £5
note, in not more than 25 words, why you persist in
entering stupid competitions that you stand no chance
of winning. Aaaaaaaarrrrgggggggghhhhhhhhh ...

AN APOLOGY
Citizens' Band magazine would like to apologise for the
perfunctory, rude, lewd and crude remarks made by our previous
Competitions copy writer. This individual has now been sacked
and normal service has been resumed.

This month's competition is quite simply to think up a slogan
or design for the waving microphone gizmo pictured opposite.
The winner will, of course, receive the prize above and
have his or her design printed onto the waving microphone.
These will be sold in this country and a portion from the
sale of each mike will be going to a charity' -
so everyone wins, really.

Rules
Usual stuff. No employees of Modmags or associated companies
allowed to enter. Editor's decision is final and all that. No
correspondence. can't afford the stamps. Closing date for entries
5th July.

NB. Millions of 'Legalise CB' balloons do not exist and anyone
daft enough to send in an entry on the back of a £5 note will be
heartily toasted when we spend it down the pub.

• A portion of the proceeds from the sale of the waving mikes will
be going to a charity or an organisation to be nominated by us.
Details next month.

CITIZENS' BAND JULY 1981

Above: The waving
microphone shown full
size
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CITIZENS BAND
WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS
Are you interested in carrying one of the most demanded,
fastest moving, high performance, quality antenna ranges

on the market? Then call or write

4 THE ARCADE, HITCHIN, HERTS
Tel. Hitchin 57826 or Radlett 6678

to learn about the VALOR range. Products like "The Road
Hog, Dial-a-Match, Half Breed, Warrior" - compare the

Quality. The Antenna's everyones talking about.
Also main distributors for other fine makes such as

BREMI - SKIPMASTER - AVANTI
and other fast moving lines.

~&nL©~
@@fr@(Y]U~(w~U[X][§~
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CHELSEA CB
c CENTRE
73-71 BRITANNIA ROAD FULHAM LONDON SW6

OPEN 7.45 TILL 4.30 DISCOUNTS GIVEN
MONDAY TO FRIDAY TO CLUB MEMBERS
MAIL ORDER AVAILA~B~L;;E;L ,,- ~ ~W:.:.:.:IT.:..:H CLUB CARDS

~SHELF CLEARANCE SALE TO MAKE~
WAY FOR VAST RANGE OF LEGAL

FM RIGS
UNBELIEVABLE DISCOUNT FOR TRADE AND RETAIL CUSTOMERS

01-7310027
ASK FOR

STEVE OR TONY
Trade enquiries welcome

SPECIALISTS IN ALL CB
ACCESSORIES

AVANT SIGMA 4. SPECIAL OFFER THIS MONTH.
DV GROUND PLANE lOUR OWN BRAND} £6.95 inc. VAT.

A WIDE SELECTION OF:
AERIALS, M081LE & BASE, POWER SUPPLIES, PRE-AMPS.

BURNERS & SO ON.

AVANTI SKINNY STICKS NOW IN STOCK
*SPECIAL OFFER £9.50*

ALL AVANTI NOW ON CLEARANCE PRICES

DIRECT FROM THE U.S.A. "THE FABULOUS VSBI UNIT"

a voice compressor and signal expander, 'has to be heard to be
believed' (easily installed in any rig.)

CHELSEA CB CENTRE
UK DEALERS

Ackrington-Geartecks Ltd., 30-32 Bernleigh Road, Akrington,
Lancs. 0254392366
Brighton-Motor Factor, 74 St Georges Road, Kempton

0273-699770

CITIZENS' BAND JULY 1981

Broadstairs·Greenline Caravans. Dane Valley Road, 5t Peter,
Broadstairs. 0843-65567
Chessington-Chessington CB Centre, Oakcroft Road,
Chessington, Surrey. 391-0088
Glasgow-Brian A Pearson Ltd. 66 Moncur Street, Glasgow,
Scotland. 041 5524348
Kent-CB Scene, 138 High Street, St.Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent.

6622491
Leatherhead-Reproprint Leisure, 78 Gravel Hill. Leatherhead,
Surrey. 5377850
L1anelli·21 Station Road, L1anetli, Dyfed Opening shortly
London-Cliff Davies Cars, Goldhawk Road. London W4.

7412817
london-Motorist Discount Centre, King St. Hammersmith.

748-6982
London-CB Supermart, Askew Road, London W4 743-9208
Luton-Luton Communications, Airlink House, 10 Rockley Road,
Luton, Beds, 0582412513
Orpington-CB Scene, 13a High Street, St. Mary Cray, Orpington,
Kent. 6622491
Somerset-City CB and Open Channel Communications, 15 Wolsey
Close, Wells, Somerset Wells 74383
Stanley-Perth & Fife CB Centre, Perth Road Garage, Stanley,
Perthshire. 073882291
Wantage-Ridgeway Audio Centre, Grove St, Wantage

023-5765513
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the lower half of each whip the winding
is relatively coarse. As the winding
gets nearer to the top of the whip the
turns get closer and closer together un
til, at the top of the antenna, the win
ding becomes a tightly wound coil.

To protect the win~ings both

This month our European
test team put two new
'Stik' antennas through
their paces. How do they
compare with the Firestik
original?

Knight Stick vs Roadhog

T
he American company,
Firestik, should be con·
gratulating themselves, Their
distinctive range of CB anten
nas is arguably the most
copied in the world. It is a

tribute to the designers at Firestik that
their tough-looking. fibreglass anten
nas should be so frequently imitated.

Our review this month looks at two
such Firestik lookalikes - the
Shakespeare Knight Stick and the
Roadhog,

Both antennas have similar elec
trical and physical characteristics. The
actual whip on both devices is made
from a single piece of rigid fibreglass
rod, It is worth noting that the Knight
Stick is highly unusual in that the
fibreglass rod is not perfectly round,
but shaped rather like an egg in cross
section. This shape, it is claimed,
reduces wind resistance at speed. This
is one parameter on which we cannot
comment, not having a wind tunnel at
our disposal. We suspect, however,
that this particular design feature
would not influence the overall perfor
mance of the antenna in any of our
tests.

At the base of each whip is the
metal mounting ferrule. In both cases
this consists of achromium-plated hex
agonal rod with a % inch threaded sec
tion for mounting to the appropriate
base fitting, The helical winding that
extends the iength of the whip is elec
Itrically connected to the base. The
Knight Stick's join is in the top of the
base section, and the Roadhog connec
tion looks less sturdy being simply
soldered to the side of the ferrule, On

The Roadhog The Knight Stick
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The Tests
We have used our standard test procedure to assess the efficiency of these
two antennas. Just to bring new readers up to date this involves two tests; one
static and one mobile. Our test samples are fitted to a stationary mobile and a
second mobile follows a pre-arranged route that orbits the stationary test,
vehicle, sending and receiving signal reports at measured intervals. This is then
repeated with the test antenna on the mobile test vehicle and the signals are
sent and received between a stationary vehicle. A standard rig and antenna is
used in all the tests. With the results obtained we are able to draw up the radia
tion patterns (Fig•. l and 2) shown here. The.e are simplified to make tha
results more easily understood. The antennas are also subjected to a series of
'lab' tests to assess their durability, quality of construction, etc and finally we
hand them over to a panel of CBers for comment.

antennas are sheathed in a heat-shrunk
plastic tube which stretches along their
entire length. At the top of each anten
na is a rounded rubber cap that is
removable to allow for any 5WR adjust
ment, should it prove necessary.

The mounting arrangements for
these antennas are quite diverse. Most
accessory shops will be able to supply a
variety of fixtures ranging from a sim
ple wing mount to an elaborate mag
mount, right up to a truck mirror mount
for co-phased installations. In all our
tests we used a standard mag-mount
fixing with the antenna placed in the
centre of the roof of our test vehicle.
The radiation patterns in Figs.1 and 2
demonstrate the circular pattern ex
pected for this type of installation. In
the case of wing-mounted or boot
mounted antennas some distortion in
this pattern must be expected.

The patterns obtained in Figs.1
and 2 are derived from our standard
test used in all our antenna review
surveys. For new readers these tests
are outlined in the box opposite.

Adjusting the SWR on both anten
nas should, so the manufacturers
claim, be unnecessary. In both our test
samples the measured SWR was below
the 2: 1 we consider to be the lowest
acceptable SWR before adjustment is
required. In our test installation the
Knight Stick was marginally better at
1 ,5: 1, and the Roadhog weighed in at
1 .7: 1. This very small difference was
allowed for in our tests though in prac
tice it would not have made any
noticeable difference in the actual
results. In the unlikely event that the
SWR is greater than 2: 1, this could be
adjusted by removing a small length of
wire from the top of the whip, no more

than 1 mm at a time. A better solution,
however, would be to use a good quali
ty ATU which would remove the risk of
cutting too much from ~he winding.

Conclusion
Possibly the fairest test we could have
devised would have been to put both of
these antennas up against the
equivalent Firestik. In the end, this was
thought to be unnecessary as we were
able to compare both results against
that of a Firestik previously tested.
Neither antenna was able to match the
Firestik in terms of overall coverage. In
real terms the Firestik gave about a 1 to
2 % increase in range.

Against each other it should be
fairly apparent that neither Roadhog
nor Knight Stick stood out at copies of
S2 or less; any differences were a mat
ter of yards and could well be attributed
to local conditions at the test site.
Where there was a' significant dif
ferent, though, was at copies of 55 and
59. The Knight Stick had a definite
edge over the Roadhog at distances of
up to 2 km but the Roadhog made up
for this local deficiency by having much

greater punch in the middle distance
with reliable S5 copies at distances of
up to 4 km.

We found these results quite sur
prising, especially when the basic
similarities between the two antennas
are taken into account. Even after
repeating the relevant tests we were
unable to find the reason why there
should be this difference.

Taking these results in context
with our other tests it would be difficult
for us to recommend either of these
antennas as being particularly outstan
ding. The overall range, when com
pared to a standard DV27, is approx
imately 5% greater. Neither of them
was as good as the Firestik from which
they were inspired, though Firestik
should be aware that the difference is
very small indeed and should look to
their laurels for the future. In the end,
the choice of which one y'ou buy will be
decided by the most basic factor of all
- cost. If this plays no part in your deci
sion then your choice will depend either
on the colour (white for the Knight
Stick or black for the Roadhogl, or
simply a toss of a handy coinl
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Flg.1. Radiation pattern of the Roadhog Flg.2. Radiation pattern ofthe Knlghtstlck
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LINEAR AMPLIFIERS
Burner 26W & lOOW
Variable Amplifiers
Pre*amps
Boosters

ACCESSORIES
P.A. Horns
Ext Speakers
Patch Leads

CONNECTORS
Pl269
Pl26B
4 Pin Plug
P.A Jacks
Magnetic Mount K40
Cable

Tel. Wolverhampton 21880
Telex 336789
Unit 6,
Stewart St.,
Wolverhampton,
West Midlands.

EXPLODED ON
TO SCENE

BASE ANTENNAS
Sky lab
Aventi
Silver Rod
City Star =--
GPZ 27 ~_="::-';I~"'~~~

"""IIIII:~""__""" ~ c------ --~~
~~~'~E ANTENNAS/%; 6RO~~~~\
~)~~ % /!;//,~~" ~ t'~~\~
Retractable & Spli"er I!fl:' ~ ~\I \\\ \\1~
~':gtriC & spli"e'll11'f'I~ ~\~ \\\\\\
Rubber Ducks (I \1 ~ ZI)1
~::FireS.\iCkS 'W 'it) ,,~ 1)1/
~~:: ~~~\\\\ ~~)I ~)/0/';}

~~-. \~ .\ , t,.,~ 7,% • '!j
\~\. r') ..1.~~>-~ /- If

MICROPHONES \~ ~ ~~S311~:5; '/If
Turner Sidekick :::"----=-~~~
Turner M + 3B :::-::::-- -::::::::::: JP/'
Ham Master ........~ _.=:.. :::.-:::i - -
K40 ~~~

7:
007 Pistol Mike

EL 0 Ham Relay. 9 0
<<1880
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Shakaspeara's Knight Stick™ is out to conquer
the CB world I Truly the first really new antenna in
yearsl This is the one destined to have everybody
talking I And no wonder. The specs say, "Talk Powar
In the best engineering tradition." And the exclusive
Shakespeare fiberglass process assures total perfor
mance mile after mile. The features go on and onl

Excitement comes In four coIorsl Red, silver,
black and whiteI You'll be talking tall and standing
tall with the Knight Stick™ I The wind tunnel design
keeps the antenna erect at highway speeds ... and
you know how important that isl

Take one last look st that whip on your rig. The
Knight Stick™ just made it obsolete. But wait,
Shakespeare just make a Knight Stick™ with your
handle on itll Go with the Knight Stick™

1 • • h III
f ••• ItS time as come...

I Computer engineered!
60% more coil doubles

, band width over conven-j tional wire-wound antenna

Full wave for maximum
performance

Exponentially wound for
lowest possible SWR

Factory tuned for
positive performance

Exclusive base ferrule
bushing assures proper
wind alignment

Note to Hams: TUNABLE
TO 10 METERS

1000
watts

power
rating

Wind Tunnel
designed to
stay erect at
highway
speeds

5054
THE KNIGHT SnCK™ I

4' Whip CB Antenna, ex
ponentlal/y wound . . . con
tinuous loaded.
Frequency: 27 MHz Citizens
Band
Impedance: 50 ohms
Polarization: vertical
Max. Power Input: 1000
watts DC

CONSTRUCTION:
Antenna: Exclusive
Shakespeare fiberglass core
with Polyolefin tubing ex
terior
Base Ferrule: %" x 24
threads, chrome plated brass
Colors: silver, white, black,
red

Exclusive
Shakespeare
fiberglass core
with Polyolefin
tubing exterior

Electronics and Flberglass Division, Export Agents: OMG, Inc., PO Box 210031, Columbia, SC 29221, USA.
TeI803·7985444, Telex 810-666-2123.
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ANTENNA
Don't be caught out in
an emergency.
This simple, versatile and
very cheapemergency
antenna might just save
your life one day.
Design by Bubble and
Tweek - who else?

32

J
ust suppose that you have
found yourself stranded in
a 20 foot snowdrift, miles
from anywhere. Things look
grim. Vou've run out of
petrol, and it's getting col

der by the minute as night draws on.
You've tried to put out a 10.33
emergency message on the old 'squark
box' but it looks as though you are just
too far away to be heard. You can hear
breakers in the background but they
cannot hear you - if only you could get
out just a little further ...

Citizens' Band to the rescuel This
month we have plans for a quick, sim
ple and very cheap emergency antenna
that can be erected in a matter of
minutes. The CB Emergency Antenna
is in principle a centre-fed half-wave
dipole and consists of one 20 foot
length of RG58 coaxial cable. Once
prepared it can be suspended from a
handy tree or any structure (preferably
non-metallic) 10 or more feet from the
ground. As it is a half-wave dipole it will
enable you to get out much further than
most conventional mobile antennas.
Once made, it can be coiled up in the
boot for future use.

Only two components are needed
for this project: 20 feet of RG58 50
ohm coaxial, and one PL259 connec
tor. Solder the plug to the cable before
you begin.

The first step is to pare back 10
feet of the outer insulating material,
taking care not to damage the woven
wire braid beneath. Once that has been
completed clasp the braid between
thumb and forefingers of both hands
and slightly compress the braid along
the whole length of the cable. This will
have the effect of 'opening' up the
weave thus making it easier to draw
back over the unexposed portion of the
cable. By doing this slowly and careful
ly and working from the bottom of the
braid you should be able to coverthe in
sulated portion of the cable with the
braid, exposing the inner conductor in
the process.

To test the antenna, it is now

necessary to suspend it from a tree or
wall at least 10 feet above the ground.
Plug in the PL259 to a SWR meter and
connect the SWR to your rig. To adjust
the SWR of the antenna remove half
inch or so sections from the inner con
ductor until vou can 'let a SWR lower
than 3:1. You will find that you should
be able to reduce it even further by
sliding the braid up and down to get it
as low as possible.

The CB Emergency Antenna is
now ready for use. If it is to be stored in
the boot of your car or left erected for
any length of time then it is a good idea
to seal the braid with paint (or similar)
to prevent excessive movement. Alter
natively, plastic tubing known as 'heat
shrink' sleeving can be used to cover
the whole antenna. Once in place it is
heated up and it shrinks tightly around
the coaxial to seal it up.

At the free end of the inner con
ductor you should make provision for
some kind of temporary anchorage - a
two or three foot length of string bond
ed to the cable should be OK.
Remember, though, whatever you use
to suspend the antenna must be non
metallic or the SWR will be adversely
affected.

It's worth pointing out that this
antenna, if properly sealed against in
gress of water, will make a very good
base station antenna for just a few
pounds. Here's hoping that you never
have occasion to use this antenna in an
emergency situation I
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FULL WIRE
OVER INSU~:A'DING;0 FEET OF CATBOL~ ON LOWER

/ INNER
CONDUCTOR

Fig. 2. Drawlower 10 f the wire braid beet of the coaxial ~~~iover theo.

10"

RGS8500HM COAXIAL

INNER
ICONDUCTOR

PL2S9
CONNECTER-

20 FEET

Fig. 1 Roth f' move the
Parts list -::-:--:- ~ e Irst 10 feet f outer insulaf20 to 30 •• 0 tho cooxiol c~~70from
cable feet of RG58 50
1 PL259 CB ohm coaxial

Flexible paintC,onnector pluglee text)

_BUYlineS--------==~-
,All of the m .from a CB sterlals can beccessory sh e obtainedop.
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THE ULTIMATE IN
BREMI 00

MODEL BRS26
Input voltaga: 220V/240V/ AC
50Hz
Output voltage: 13.8V 3Amp
constant 5Amp surge.
Fused for protection.
100% solid state.
Convert house AC current
220V into 13.8V ± 5% DC

MODEL BRS35
Input voltage: 220 Vc.a. 50 Hz
Output voltage: 13,8 Vc.c.
Current: 0-1 0 A
Stability: better than 0,2% with
mains variations of 10% and
load of 0 to 10 A
Protection: electronic with
current limiter
Ripple: 2 mV p.p. with 10 A
load
Working tempereture: - 10
+60 o C
Weight: 5,700 Kg.
Dimensions: 225x217x135
mm.

SOLEU.K DISTRIBUTORS

BRS26

BRS35
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POWER SUPPLIES

j

I BRS31

MODEL BRS31
i : Input voltage: 220 V a.c. 50 Hz

Output voltage: 12,6 V d.c.
Current: 0 to 5 A
Stability: better than 0,1 % with
mains variations of - 10%
+ 15% and oad of 0 to 5 A
Protection: electronic with
current limiter
Ripple: 1 mV p.p. with 5 A load
Working temperature: - 10 °
+60 o C
Spy led: output short'circuit
Cabinet: 10/1 0 sheet metal
container with epoxy-based
paint
Weight: 4,00 Kg.
Dimensions: 11 5x200x21 0
mm.

MODEL BRS27
Input voltage: 220 V a.c. 50 Hz
Output voltage: 13,8 V d.c.
Current: 3 A max
Stability: better than 0.1 % with
mains variations at 10% or load
variations from 0 to 2,5 A
Protection: electronic with
current Iimiter
Ripple: 1 mV with 2,5 A load
Dimensions: 155x135x85 mm
Weight: 2 kg.
Cabinet: 10/1 0 sheet metal
container with epoxy-based
paint
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Ken Ferguson of
Photoplay magazine looks
at how CB has influenced
the film industry from the
heady days of Convoy to
The Dukes Of Hazzard, a
series on BBC TV.

36

M
aybe they don't realise it,
but Hollywood has
played a major and impor
tant part in the rapid
growth and development
of Citizens' Band.

During the mid-70s a Burt
Reynolds movie went into production,
titled Smokey And The Bandit, and
became the first to use CB as an in
tegral part of the plot. The movie prov
ed to be an enormous box office suc
cess and Reynolds became an even
richer man. A sequel was spawned 
Smokey And The Bandit Ride Again.

Contrary to what you might be
thinking Convoy, the Sam Peckinpah
movie starring Kris Kristofferson as the
legendary Rubber Duck, didn't start
filming until a year after the cameras
had rolled on Burt's Smokey movie.

Convoy was based on C.W.
McCall's gigantic hit record and told a
story.about macho truckers who ham
mered up and down the American
freeways linking together through the
use of their CBs.

TV companies eyed the successes
of these major feature movies and soon
CB was being used for The Dukes Of
Hazza,d and BJAnd The Bea, adding to
CB interests. And there's morate come
on the small screen - watch out for
Concrete Cowboys.

For decades CB meant one thing in
Hollywood - Cecil B. de Mille, the
legendary movie maker whose speciali
ty was monumental epics. CB was
what his close colleagues would call
him. Notthat CB had many that close to
him: he was regarded with awe rather
than with much personal affection.

With Citizens' Band the new 'in'
thing, Hollywood had to play with this
fascinating communications 'toy'. So
far most of the CB movies have
depicted macho types in combat with
the law. In fact, if anything, Convoy
might have given CB a bad name for it

was used in Sam Peckinpah's movie as
a tool for defying the law. A fact which
might have affected its legalisation
here. Who knows?

But to get back to Convoy, regard
ed by so many as the doyen of CB
movies despite the box office success
of the Smokey films. Oddly enough this
very American subject may never have
got off the ground were it not for two
English movie-makers, Barry Spikings
and Michael Deeley of EMI. They sunk
British money into the very expensive
production which got something of a
mauling from the critics when it was
finally unveiled here in August 1978.

Of Convoy, Alexander Walker of
the then Evening Standard wrote . ..
"the endless destructiveness the film
practises on material things conveys a
contempt for human values that's akin
to the numbing destruction por
nography inflicts on moral values."

Margaret Hinxman of the Daily
Mail found it u a horrifying, heedlessiy
vicious 'comedy' and a highly dubious
statement about the rights of anybody
to wreak havoc in all directions if it hap
pens to suit their cause."

Peckinpah, during production in
Albuquerque, New Mexico, where he
assembled a starry cast and over
$200,000 worth,of trucks and equip
ment, agreed it wpuld be a disturbing
movie. But that was no surprise - all
his movies are disturbing movies. The
Wild Bunch and Straw Dogs are two
perfect examples.

Convoy was Peckinpah's Wild
Bunch on wheels - a modern Western
where men drove a glory trail across
familiar western settings sitting 12ft
up in their tractor cabs at the wheels of
their 18-wheel artie, ,Iated 'horses'
(driven seemingly by the inarticulate)
hauling their loads in a world of burning
rubber and diesel smoke, and com
municating with each other via CB.
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In fact Peckinpah's truckers, keep
ing in constant touch over their CBs
and dealing swiftly with any move by
the Smokeys and the Bears to stop
them, become Western-style outlaws
fleeing from the Sheriff's posse. Their
lorries, snorting like wild horses
'gallop' across the concrete trails blaz
ed by their old pioneering ancestors.

Convoy flaunted the establish
ment shown forcibly as being itself cor
rupt when a vote-seeking politician
cunningly uses Rubber Duck's 'mis
sion' for political gain.

I watched the film again the other
night on my video machine. It is releas
ed in videocassette form by EMI Video,
and it does have some genuine comic
moments but even these make you feel
somewhat guilty for laughing.

The explosive finale which leaves
Rubber Duck single-handedly taking on
the State Police and the National Guard
who've brought up the heavy artillery
in an attempt to stop him, is so typical
of Peckinpah ... one man fighting for
his rights, face to face with authority in
almost mortal combat. ..

"Convoy was
Peckinpah's Wild
Bunch on heels"

Sem Peckinpah was clearly moved
by the McCall hit song which gave birth
to his film.

"McCall's record," he said, "has
been directly responsible for the myth
which has grown up around the truck
ing fraternity, His (McCall'sllegendary
hero, Rubber Duck, has come to
mean in the trucker's unique jargon,
the leader of a line of rigs."

11Ain't nothing
going to stand in

our way"
Those words blazed a line across the
movie posters which showed a bare
torsoed Kris Kristofferson (as Rubber
Duck), with the arms of Ali MacGraw
(the Beaver in his life) around his broad
shoulders.

But these modern-day cowboys,
led by the free spirit of Rubber Duck at
the head of the Convoy, are on the run
from the State Police and a Grizzly Bear
Sheriff (Ernest Borgnine) after a mighty
fracas at a truckstop diner.

Soon the Convoy is joined by other
truckers who've tuned into the chase.
Eventually the Convoy stretches for a
mile down the Slab, hammering along
causing chaos and destruction in their
break or the State Line pursued by
irate, angry Bears and a Bear In The Sky
- sorry, I'm drifting off into CB
lingo ...
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Whether such a movie did CB any
good at all is doubtful but it certainly
tuned everybody in to what CB is all
about,

Smokey And The Benditwas more
of a fun movie with Burt Reynolds
suitably cast as the macho Bandit, the
trucker with a heart of gold and nerves
of steel. He earned a small fortune for
playing it, with his stuntman pal Hal
Needham directing the action, and then
increased his fortune because of his
percentage in the box office 'take',
which was incredible. It took millions of
dollars,

Burt can certainly thank CB for the
lolly in his bank account, Here CB was
used perhaps more justifiably than for
the reasons we saw in Convoy where it
was clearly used in a fight against the
establishment.

Smokey And The Bandit was a
movie far more popular with the public
than Peckinpah's barn-storming
truckers' movie. It was much tamer in 8
political 'message' sense and more en
joyable as 8 piece of movie entertain
ment.

Tamer still are the almost folksy
adventures churned out for the weekly
TV shows The Dukes Of Hezzard and
BJ And The Bear in which CB is also
used most effectively,

Very much troadie' series, both
heroes end the vilieins ere cleariy defin
ed although tha anti·hero elemant is
very strong in the character of BiHie Joe
McKay, played by Greg Evlgan in the BJ
series.

A veteran of Vietnam and a
prisoner of the Viet Cong, Billie Joe
returns home to become a free
roaming trucker with 8 strong indepen
dent streak acquired from his days in
Vietnam. He wili haul anything for
anyone providing the price is right. He
shares his adventures with a chimp he
calls Bear and such adventures have in~

cluded transporting a secret 'cargo' of
beautiful women escaping from the
clutches of a slave trader (the story in
the pilot show); helping a lady scientist
in her attempt to transport a vial con~
taining a deadly germ-warfare virus to
the proper authorities; while for
another show his truck was used as an
illegal gambling casino with Las Vegas
type hoods trying to cut in on the ac·
tion.

For me The Dukes Of HBzzard,
although it offers plenty of fun and
thrills, is too fUll of frills. Too much of
the time is taken up with those
speeding, overdone, car chases which
frankly are becoming a big screen bore.

Hollywood has clearly gained from
the CB revolution as well as creating 8
worldwide interest in CB.

Movies with CB themes have prov
ed very popular but perhaps too much
emphasis, so far at loast, has been put
on the 'roadie' type of movie.

I would now like to see more in
telligent use of Citizens' Band. So far,
Hollywood would have us believe that
CB is used only by butch truckertypes.
We shall have to wait and see if that is
the case over here. •
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Microphone in BLACK with
holder, suction, pad, vynil stick,
sealed in plastic bag!

ONLY
£1.00 lincl. p&p)

WAVING
MIKE

--.. mike in
black

Sticker Prints
1)1. C.B.
2) GIVE US A BREAK

4p of every mike sold will go towards
buying C.B. radios for the handicapped

GIVE
US
A

BREAK

I•C.B.

Already a big craze on the continent where they sold _

over Y. million mikes in 3 months! I •
Now for you Breakers exclusively available in the • Name . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • .. I
U.K. - "The Waving Mike" (remember the waving • Address ................•..•.... •

hand?) •• Postal code . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • • . . . .. I•.
Every C.B. owner should have onel
The "Waving Mike" can be put in your car window • Colour mike: Black •
(with suction pad), on your bike, on your C.B. radio, • Sticker Print. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. •
phone, room window etc • All for 14 days for deliverylll •
And, oh yes, 4 pence of every mike sold will go I Send clIshlchequlI or postal ordllrto 'Holland Promotions' •
towards buying C.B. radios for the handicapped III • P.O.Box 27'. London W, 2 ONY.ICheque.IPO mede peyebl. •

U!::==================:Lto'Holland Promotions').• State Sticker PrInt. ..

--------------~----

t

COLESHILL

OPEN MON,.FRI. 9.30am.- 6p.m. OPEN SUN.-10a.m.-4p.m.

Wedealonly in CB-StrictlyTrade only
We are Suppliers,Importers,Distributors

and Wholesalers.

AC~Etl TRADING
ICBI LIMITED

-"··6~

~T* ~
+~NE~. ..

ACORN TRADING(CB)L1MITED. "."•.~~. S n Idge ~

Unit43,Coleshilllndustria! Estate,Station Road,Coleshill B461JT. ~ \ ~.~==='.~=

Landline: Coleshill (0675)64136 A4s::'YZ ~\"'''~~-------------'
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Eo

Allow 21 days for delivery

MASSES Of SWEATS 5: T',

(2000 Slock de,ien,)

FOR THAT
SPECIAL LOOK
ADDITIONAL LETTERING

for fronr or back (Bye Bye we Rooe)

Any sloian or your Club

lOp. per LeHer EXTRA

Eye Ball us at our Shop at

7/13, WEST PARADE, RHYL, CLWYD.

c

Black, Sky, Whke, Yellow & Red

H

8

U>Iours :rShirt,

Please st.lite 2nd.choic(' of colour

YOUR OWN MOTif DESIGNED fOR BREAKER CLUBS 5: SOCIETIES

(BULK ENQUIRIES WElCOME)

11 .Ifrh' m---
GF

SYl....T SHIRTS (6·95

'T'SHIRTS [HO INCLUDING DlSICiN HC.H.l.I.ORK

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
El 5m~1I Snull HKlium L"•• h L~f'f ,SMtITS 13·10 .u,.••,.
Eo Sm,lI Srrull Mfdium lif" Eo l,r'f mAl M'TS t6·K._,I,. __

____ My 8f.,kinll Ch,nntl is _

_____ C~lW/'ONo TOTAL _-_

PI.II. W'nd_

PlUS ExnA LETTERING(flQNTOR lACK) _

";INHOIN WHITE/UO _

CokIur requlnd _

'lu~stndlO. NMnt ....."" _

Wirhdtsi'rl

MY HANDlE IS

'\.\\E GRR1~

BRITISH
'1" SHIR~ co·
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In part two of Inside CB,
Chris Peterson looks at the
basics of FM transmitter
operation.

...
'"

Fig.1. Basic Phase-Locked Loop operation

,........,

Flg.2. A divide by 'N' PLL Synthesiser

42

I
n last month's article, we took a
quick guided tour around the inside
of a simple transceiver. While the
outline principles of the system
described would be adequate for a
single channel 'walkie-talkie', a 40

channel rig is likely to be somewhat
more complex. To see why, we will
now take a slightly closer look at some
of the sections of a typical transmitter.

The Transmitter
In an FM system, the bandwidth of the
transmitted signal is a function of:

(AI The bandwidth of the applied
audio signal, and;

(B) The amount of deviation ap
plied to the carrier.

Since CB rigs are intended to be
operated by non-technical operators,
the specifications issued by respective
Governments will be aimed at making
them as idiot-proof as possible! That is
not to say that you won't be able to
burn your rig out, just that in so doing
you will cause the minimum of in
terference to other users, both in and
out of the CB bandl

To prevent the transmitted signal
splattering across adjacent channels,
the microphone amplifier will include
some form of limiter. This will prevent
excessive deviation of the transmitted
carrier no matter how big an overload is
presented to the microphone socket.
However, the overload will render the
transmission unintelligible to any
potential receivers. This is a point that
should be borne in mind when connec
ting power mikes. Do not be tempted to
turn the gain up too highl

Aside from this, the audio input cir
cuits will be much as described
previously, so we will now examine the
next link in the chain, the crystal
oscillator.

The Crystal Oscillator
The crystal oscillator section described
in last month's article is entirely ade
quate for a single-channel transmitter.
Indeed, by arranging to have a small
bank of crystals, and some method of
switching them, several channels can

be accommodated. The early American
23 channel sets had very large banks of
crystals in them, but when 40 channel
working was introduced it was clear
that some other method should be
sought. Most modern equipment uses
some form of Phase-Locked Loop
digital synthesiser.

A basic Phase-Locked 'loop (PLL)
is shown in Fig.1. A Phase detector
compares two inputs, one from a
reference (crystal) oscillator, the other
from a voltage controlled oscillator
(VCOI. Provided the phase relationship
between the two inputs is in a certain
fixed relationship, the output from the
phase comparator will be a steady DC
voltage. If for some reason the VCO
starts to drift slightly, the comparator
will detect this and its output voltage
will rise or fall slightly from its previous
value. This change in output voltage
will drive the voltage controlled
oscillator in the opposite direction to its
original drift, and the VCO will remain
locked to the crystal reference. The
loop filter is necessary to prevent the
oscillator being driven so fast that it
overshoots and wobbles in frequency
before settling down .

So far all we have done is locked an
oscillator to a crystal reference, and
this may seem a bit pointless. After all,
why not just use the crystal direct in the
first place? Suppose, however, that we
now include a programmable divider in
the feedback loop, as in Fig,2. If the
divider is set to divide by three, the
VCO will stabilise at three times the
reference frequency. If we set the
divider to divide by four, the VCO will
settle at four times the reference fre
quency. If the reference frequency is
10kHz, then adjusting the divide by N
will adjust the output frequency in
10kHz steps. Starting to sound
familiar? Furthermore, we can still
generate our FM signal easily, by
feeding the modulation (your voice) in
to the VCO input along with the control
voltage from the phase comparator.
The loop filter will ensure that the com
parator cannot respond quickly enough
to cancel out the modulation, but will
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DOUBLE PI
FILTER

Flg.5. (a) Series Trap

impedances by 4 to 1. Unfortunately, a
simple transformer would pass har·
monies as well as the fundamental
27 MHz signal, and the resulting
transmitter would not be very clean.
The situation could be improved by tun
ing the transformer as in Fig.4b, but the
most usual solution is to use a pi-filter
as shown in Fig.4c. The pi-filter not on
ly produces the necessary impedance
transformation, but also acts as a low
pass filter, removing the harmonics
from the transmitted signal.

In practice, a single pi-filter is in
sufficient to meet today's tight
transmitter specifications, and is often
augmented either by a series trap, as in
Fig. Sa, or by a second pi-filter as in
Fig.5b.

Provided the transmitter was pro
perly aligned when it left the factory, it
should not be possible to extract any
extra power by returning the output
stage. The power may appear to in·
crease, but that may be because it is in·
creasing on 54 and 81 MHz (second
and third harmonics), but reducing on
27 MHz. Do not be tempted to twiddle
with the output coilsl

Fig.4.
(a) 1: 1. 6 transformer
(untunedl

(c) Pi filter

1,1.1 TRANSFORMER (UNTUNEO!

R, =12x12+2x4
= 18 Ohms

voltage, and Po is the output power.
Suppose we want 4 W output,

and are running off a 12 V supply.
Then

"'.8 TRAliS~ORMER (TUNEDI

Fig.3. Basic RF stages in a transmitter

Unfortunately our aerial looks like
50 ohms, so somehow this must be
converted to 18 ohms before it is
presented to the transistor. This could
be achieved by using a transformer, as
shown in Fig.4a. A transformer has the

Ib) 1:1.6
transformer
(tuned)

lUMH,

'" o---jL.l_LJ'"

ensure that the vea maintains its
mean frequency in the long term.

Nowadays all the active circuitry
for the PLL synthesiser will be contain
ed in one chip. It will also include cir·
cuitry to generate the receiver local
oscillator frequencies in the same way.
However, note that it will not be possi
ble to change it away from its designed
operating frequency simply by chang
ing the crystal. While this will certainly
change the operating frequency, it is
likely that it will also change the chan
nel spacing and the receiver local
oscillator frequencies. In short, it won't
work. The only way to change the
operating frequency satisfactorily is at
the design stage in the synthesiser.
That is obviously a job for the manufac
turerl

The output from the VCO is likely
to be of fairly low level, and probably at
half the desired output frequency. The
practical upper limit frequency
response of a divider IC is usually
around 20 MHz. Thus by operating the
VCO at 13.5 MHz, expensive high fre
quency IC technology can be avoided.
The 13.5 MHz signal will be fed into a
doubler to get it up to 27 MHz. It will
then be amplified to a level suitable to
drive the output stage.

Most of these low level transistor
RF amplifiers in transmitters are
operated in class a or C for efficiency.
In these modes the transistor operates
more like a switch than an amplifier.
One of the effects of this mode of
operation is the generation of har
monics, le multiples of the input fre
quency. Obviously the biggest output
from such an amplifier will be the input
frequency, but there will be smaller
outputs at two and three times the in·
put frequency. In theory the number of
harmonics is infinite, but in practice
they fall off fairly rapidly beyond the
third harmonic. By tuning the output of
such an amplifier to an harmonic, rather
than the fundamental frequency, fre
quency multiplication can be achieved.
Thus by driving the transistor with
13.5 MHz and tuning its output to
27 MHz, only the second harmonic
(27 MHzl will leave the amplifier. In
valve equipment it is possible to
achieve up to five times multiplication
by these means, but with transistors it
is unusual to go beyond three. For ca
usage at 27 MHz, two times is suffi·
cient.

One or two stages of amplification
are usual following the doubler, and
each stage will be tuned to 27 MHz.
Fig.3 shows a typical transmitter RF
stage. When we get to the output
stage, things change somewhat. In·
stead of the tuned collector load used in
the previous stages, an untuned collec
tor load will be used, followed by a mat
ching network.

It can be shown that the power
output of a single transistor class C
amplifier is given by the following equa
tion:

where R, isthe load impedance seen by
the transistor, Vcc is the supply

useful property of transforming im
pedances in the ratio of the square of
the windings. Thus a transformer with
a 2 to 1 winding ratio would transform

Well that just about wraps up our
gUided tour of a transmitter. Next
month we'll start talking about
receivers. •
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CONNEXIONS
WORLD-~DECBIMPORTERS

Buydirect from us
Savetimeand money

Huge stocks of all major
~ Ub..S., Edurop~lanbland Far East

ran s aWl a e now

~ 24 hOhur tr~dehdeuliV1Kery
anyw ere In t e . .

~ Keenest prices on all items.

TRADE ENQUIRIES: Tel (062-882) 4338/9
Or come and see us at:

- Connexions 
Furrow Way, Cannon Lane

Maidenhead, Berks SL6 3NY.
Telex: 8813271 GECOMS G
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The new system and a
case of mistaken identity
are the topics for this
month's Backchat

CITIZENS' BAND JULY 1981

No prizes for guessing the topic of this
month's mailbag.

Dear Sir,
I don't expect thet this letter will be
published, but I feel I must make my
views felt.
(Ed's note: Letters that start in this way
are not guaranteed publication nor do
they influence us in any way.)

Are you taking bribes from the
Home Office? Ever since the Govern
ment came out with this rubbish about
FM CB you have only written about it as
jf it was the best thing since sliced
bread. What aboutus AMbreakers? Do
we just throwaway our gear and rush
out andbuy new FM rigs? (Perheps the
cover of April CB was symbolic?) Vou
are turning your back, not only on the
people who fought for the cause up to
now but also the people who buy your
(Government-backed) mag. The only
thing that is lacking from the present
situation is legalisation, so why come
out with all this rubbish about FM?

OK, so the sound quality could be
better but the idea is not to transmit a
signal with hi-fi quality and to be able to
play with a tone control. The sound
quality of the present AM system is
quite adequate for talking to fellow
breakers. The range ofFM equipment is
shorter than AMequipment. Why can't
you put your ear to the ground and
listen to the views ofbreakers? I think it
is fair to say that if the views of
breakers in the Luton area are anything
to go by then the only thing FM CB will
do is create two rival systems. There is
no way I will use FM CB and a petition I
have with over 100 signatures shows
that the bulk ofbreakers feel the same
way.

We feel betrayed by your
magazine. If you want to represent the
people who buy and read your mag
then for God's sake say what we think
and 13.5 to FM.

If the views of your magazine
don't change you will lose much ofyour
readership. I'm with Birddog, 10. 10
for good.
Starship Trooper
Luton.

Thankfully Starship Trooper's letter is
not representitive of the letters we
receive. If Mr Trooper is still with us
then there are one or two points in his
letter that deserve a reply.
• Citizens' Band has absolutely no
connection with the Home Office, Post
Office or any other Government Office
for that malter and I don't think that
they would offer us a bribe though they
are welcome to tryl Seriously though,
the views and opinions we hold are our
own and not influenced by any factor
other than by our own technical
knowledge, long~term experience with
CB and by listening to you, the
breakers.
• Whether you like to admit it or not,
FM is better and this is more than amply
demonstrated by the international shift
towards FM as an alternative to AM.
• The range of FM is marginally better
or, at worst the same as AM under nor
mal operating conditions. If anyone can
prove to us that it is otherwise we will
happily publish this proof right here in
this magazine.
• From the reader questionnaire
published last month, completed by
hundreds of readers, we can safely
assume that the majority of AM
breakers would welcome a workable
FM system that offers as much, if not
more, than the current AM system.
Most people, if they are honest with
themselves, do not enjoy breaking the
law and risking quite heavy fines.
• We have used the new system, and
Starship Trooper clearly has not. We ~
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are not out to advocate anyone throw
ing away their equipment. Reserve
your opinions, tryout the new system
in the autumn.

There will be plenty of opportunity
when it becomes generally available,
as the equipment filters through to
shops and exhibitions.

When you have tried it out tell us
whether it is any good or not, then
decide what system you will use. Until
then, please please keep an open mind.
We were campaigning long before
most people in this country even knew
what the letters 'CB' stood for and our
policy has always been the same; the
introduction of a workable two-way
personal communication system
similar to that found in over 60 coun
tries throughout the world. The choice
will still be yours, but base your choice
on hard facts, not ill-conceived and
mostly inaccurate rumours from people
who generally do not know what the
hell they are talking abouti

Now for the other side of the coin:

Dear Sir,
Having just read the latest copy of your
mag I feel I should add my voice to the
AM vs FM argument.
(1) Maybe Birddog (Backchat, May)
should change his handle to Birdbrain.
(2) Birddog, (ike many others, seems to
be using the old argument, ie, 'do they
expect us to throwaway our AM rigs?'

If everybody was using FM as the
norm and the HO tried to introduce AM
they'd stillmoan about it. I'm not living
in the UK for the next three years but
I've had to get rid ofmyoId rig because
the use of 4 watts is illegal in Germany
yet I didn't make waves and I'm by no
means well off.

Your mag is the best on the market
yet I have one complaint; please try and
impress on the breakers in the UK who
are threatening to dig in their heels that
a CB system on FM will work better
than the existing AM system. By now I
can hear all those breakers with
AM/FM rigs saying 'rubbish '. Well,
sorry to shoot you down but the FM
used on those sorts of rigs is in fact a
form of SSB which is prone to bleed
over on AM sets on the same frequen
cy. This is in fact not true on FM.

I get my information from ex
perience, not gossip on channel. Keep
up the good work.
Ranger 3
Suffolk.

And ...

Dear Sir,
I was very interested to read your ex
clusive review on the Binatone rigs in
the May issue. I plan to be one of the
first on the air when CB is legalised in
the autumn and I am now saving up the
Green Shields for the great day.

I must say that I am verypro-FMas
I know that the greatly improvedsound
quality can be achieved from this type
of modulation. This can be easily
demonstrated by comparing the AM
and FM broadcasts put out by the IBA
and BBC. It's like comparing a modern
LP to an old 7B rpm record, especially
when the skip is upl

What I cannot understand is why
people continue to buy (as opposed to
already own) the iI(egal AM rigs when
they could wait a few months more and
buy.new equipment without worrying
about visits from Buzby. I must stress,
though, that I am only putting that
argument to those who have yet to buy
a rig and not to existing AM breakers.

Until the autumn I will have to be
content with monitoring AM CB (which
is very active indeed in Cromwell City)
and I look forward to modulating with
all the good buddies in Cramwell City
who will be using FM later on in the
year. By monitoring I have learned the
language andam more than prepared to
hit the airwaves later in 1981.
Richard Harding (Norfolk Exile)
St Ives, Huntingdon.

And ..

Dear CB,
Just finished reading your mag (No 6)
and I think it'sjust great. I would like to
congratulate you on your exclusive
review of the Blnatone FM rigs and
especially on the front cover.

I am saving up for CB equipment
which is taking a long time as lam out
of work at the moment. Anyway, never
mind, keep up the good work.
PCDuke
Aldershot.

And ...

Dear CB,
I was delighted to open the pages ofmy
favourite CB mag this month and see
you sticking up for FM CB against the
chronic, interference~prone, anti·
quated AM system. All but one of the
other CB mags have chickened out of
standing their ground and losing a few
of their ignorant, die-hard AM reader
ship. Instead, they are making the
same tearful noises about the nasty
trick the Government has sprung on
them by offering a system that is far
better but happens to be incompatible
with the electronic monuments they
already own. They know that when
they bought their rigs they were illegal
and there was never the slightest sug
gestion that 27 AM would be legal. In
fact, even when the Government did
say that they favoured CB they

specifically excluded AM from their
consideration. So, the people that have
expensive junk on their hands have
nobody but themselves to blame; they
make me sick with their pitiful crying.

Incidentally, I too have and use an
AMrig but come 'L-Day'it will be in the
bin and I will be the first to queue for an
FM rig. Stick to yourguns, CBmag, and
keep those projects coming for us DIY
freaksl
Sean Graham
(address withheld by request).

There is no denying that there would
never have been CB in this country
were it not for the actions of the half
million or so illegal users of CB. From a
determined 'NO' to CB a couple of
years ago the Government have agreed
that the British public is responsible
enough to run around using radio
transmitters. The next few months will
be very interesting ind~ed.

And finally, a sincere plea from L Ball.

Dear CB,
Would you please include in your
magazine this picture ofmy van and in
form all the breakers that it is not a CB
OF van but just a private, customised
van belonging to me.

The bubble on the back is an
astrodome from a WW2 bomber and
does not contain OF equipment.

I have been told that the van has
almost been rolled and/or set alight
three or four times. I do agree that it
could give the breakers a bit of a scare
but the van was customised long
before CB became popular.
10. 10 till we do it again. Keeping the
shiny side up and the dirty side down 
hopefullyl
L Ball
Erith, Kent.

Could be nasty, please don't roll Mr
Ball's van down there in Kent, we
would hate to lose another of our
customers.

Righty-ho, that's the lot for this
month, We try and publish as many let
ters as possible and try to be fair, so
keep those letters and comments com
ing in. By the way, we're not too proud
to accept criticism and we hope this
mag is what you want. Let us know if
we're getting it wrong, •
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C.B. RADIO
ACCESSORIES

WE OFFER: ALL LEADING MAKES
COMPETITIVE PRICES
QUICK DELIVERY

OPEN TO THE TRADE ONLY
MON-FRI 9-6 SAT-SUN 10-2

156/1 58 BROOKER RD
WALTHAM ABBEY ESSEX

Telephone: Lea Valley (9) 762472 Telex: 24507
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590/2 Bristol Road, Selly Oak,
Birmingham B29 6BQ

021 Radio & Electrical
Wholesalers Ltd.

The Largest CB Wholesalers in the West Midlands
For the best prices, come to the Birmingham CB Centre.

Time is money, why go to London when you can
purchase stock in the Midlands?

Telephone our hot line 021-472-6448.

• CBC • CBC • CBC • CBC • CBC • CBC
C BARClAvtARD

~ i~] CB CENTRE i VISA_j
• HAVE MOVED THEIR RETAIL & WHOLESALE TO NEW & LARGER PREMISES

C 20c SELSDON ROAD. SOUTH CROYDON. SURREY
B COMMUNICATION ~
C ANTENNAS •• : 01-680-4503 r~~TEL"'

6 e WE BUY DIRECT FROM ABROAD & CUT OUT THE MIDDLE MEN ~
B DIRECT IMPORTER AND PASS THE SAVINGS ON TO YOU DIRECT IMPORTER

C We are now K40's Main Distributor for their products throughout the
south of England

• So to prolT1ote this success we are offering for a lilT1itedC period
K40 Speech Processor Mike £24.95B K40 Mobile 500W Antenna . £24.95

C These prices include VAT + P&P
You can order and pay by Access & Barclaycard• -,------....£

C\1 J }\ '\ '1\ FULL RANGE OF C.B. ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE
B 1 ,l' FOR FREE CATALOGUE SEND A S.A.E.

CllNTERNATlONAljHELP & ADVICE GIVEN ON ESTABLISHING NEW CB OUTLETS APPROVEO

- . WHOLESALE ENQUIRIES 01-680-4503 DISTRIBUTOR

• CBC • CBe. CBC • CBC • CBC • CBC

•
C
B
C

•
C
B
C

•C
B
C

•
C
B
C

•
C
B
C

•
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£165.00inc. VAT

£69.95inc. VAT
£69.95inc. VAT
£69.95inc.VAT

£160.00inc. VAT

Unit 2,
Government Industrial
Estate.
Union Mills,
Isle 01 Man.
British Isles.

for further information
telephone:

0624851140
Telex: 629026 CB IOMG

CB MASTER (40 Channel)
JAWS 11 (40 Channel!
COLT 21 0 (40 Channel!
HAM MAJOR 5BB (320Channel)
AM. FM. USB. LSB. (Low. High)
LAFAYETTE 1200FM (4BOChannel) £165.00inc. VAT
AM. FM. USB. LSB. (Low. Med. High)
TRISTAR 747 (480 Channel)
AM. FM. USB. LSB. (Low. Med. High)

PLUS £2.50 Post, Packing & Insurance.

MANY MORE SETS AVAILABLE

• We e,... the only pBOp/B from whom you can obtain B
I_I to own sst In the UK. Fully worlclng sets-
notkits. GUBnlnttHH! delivery to your door.
Crsdlt Cards BCCBPtsd. TrtldB enqulriBs pfBBse writs.

All your C.B. accessories
available NOW in
S.E. London, N.W. Kent
area. Open 7days a week.

SCREEN PROCESS PRINTERS
55, LOW ROAD
STOWBRIDGE,
KING'S LYNN,
NORFOLK PE34 3PE.
TEL: (0533) 810835

SWEATSHIRTS
AND

T.SHIRTS
Superb quality English or American
professionally screen printed with
your club logo or design - can
also be personalised with your
handle in flock lettering. Artwork
free. Designs originated if required.
PROMPT PERSONAL SEf1VICE.
Send coupon for details.

Please send details of above to:
NAME., .. , .. , .. , , , .. , ......•...•.... , ... ,.,

ADDRESS

ORPI NGTON 22491 .. , , •. , .• , •..•..• ' ..... , ..•.. , • ' , ... CB/7/B1
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DORMENT COMPANY
FOR SALE AS

OPEN CHANNEL
LTD

INCORPORATED
10th JUNE 1980

OFFERS
TELEPHONE CODSALL 5260

OR WRITE FOR FURTHER
DETAILS,

THE COMPANY SECRETARY,
14 OAKLElGH DRIVE,

CODSALL,
WOL VERHAMPTON,

W. MIDLANDS WV8 1JP.

Contact us for all your CB
requirements.

We stock components for all
types of rigs.

The best repair specialists in the
Midlands.

239A Wellingborough Road
Northampton

Phone: Northampton
(0604) 33936

FOR A GREAT SELECTION
AT THE LOWEST PRICES

COME TO

HAMMERSM ITH

(g[:3
CENTRE

~~~~P&P
PUBLICATIONS LTOBUY RIGHT

DON'T BE CONNED
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What's happened to all the old
breakers? Mack The Hack reminisces.

What's happening on the channels these days? Where have
all the decent breakers gone? When I switch on each morn
ing all I hear are the waliies larking about.

Are these the people that don't know more than the
three whats * and find it such fun to stop other more intelligent
breakers from having decent conversations? Even on the
rare occasion that I do find a breaker for a ratchet, the wallies
follow us up to our chosen channel to harass us, It was not so
long ago that on my early morning and evening journey to
and from my works 20 I would regularly copy 'Bold
Warrior', 'Blue Thunder', 'Trucker One', 'Mirror Man', 'Star~

buck 2', 'Joily Giant', and others. Butthey ail seem to have
disappeared. I'm sorry to have to admit it, but I am now fin
ding more entertainment from Capital Radio these mornings.

When I have managed to have a ratchet with some of
the many younger breakers that we now hear on channel, I
learn that the majority are new on channel and that their rigs
have been obtained second-hand from breakers who have
given up CB. Have all the old-timers of CB given it up or is this
just a temporary lapse? Are they unloading their illegal rigs
and now will wait for L day? I know where a few old breakers
have gone: a few weeks ago I went to the Southend radio
amateur raHy and bumped into some of the old breakers that
have now ventured into the amateur scene with the inten
tion of taking the exam at a future date but pirating the ham
frequencies at present.

I'll be the first to admit that I could be wrong about the
success of the new legal system. Apart from the many
thousands of Current breakers that will be going legal and the
many hundreds of thousands of other people who will be
also joining the hobby with legal equipment, I am beginning
to think that 40 channels will not be enough. I don't have to
tell the present breakers how difficult it has become to find a
clear channel. Even those of us who have 80 channels find
that they also get busy at times. Perhaps we should start a
campaign for more channels now.

I got quite angry when I read in the Daily Mirror on Fri
day, 1st May the story of baby Diana Moss whose first
spoken word was a four-letter one, and CB got the blame.
The baby alarm in the child's room was picking up CB broad
casts, so the Mirror reports, and the mother claims that this
is where her baby heard it. The reader is left to guess what
the word was as all they printed is 'S---'. Now if this is the
word I am thinking of, it does not seem to me to be a word
that even the most timid foul mouthed CBer would use. i
would have thought that babies normally pick up the most
common words that are spoken, and if this baby Diana is an
avid CB listener surely she ,would have heard 'Breaker
Breaker' or 'copy copy' much more frequently. The Mirror
does not state the age of baby Diana, but from other facts
published I would guess about 1B months to 2 years, just the
right age for potty training. Perhaps that's where she picked
up her first word?
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A short while ago I was offered afairprlceformy rig. Not
being one to turn my nose up at a profit, 1sold it. I tried to kid
myself that I didn't want anything to do with this illegal AM
anymore, and I could use this cash to purchase my legal rig
when available. It did not take long for me to miss having a
rig. I spent a miserable Easter at my caravan near Clacton.
Normally I would ratchet with the other breakers in the area,
some who live in that 20 and others who are weekenders like
myself. We normally arrange eyeballs or other activities such
as fishing trips or Gus baiting. But, being rig-less, I missed
out. I also missed out on the happening of the weekend when
'Rigger One', my local dealer who also has a weekend retreat
in the area, took his Range Rover onto the beach and found
his mobile stuck fast in the soft mud. Even with the four
wheel drive the only progress he made was deeper down into
the sand. So, with the tide advancing, he put out a 10-33
over the channels. Within minutes breakers started to arrive
to help. Rigger told me that there were at least 30 of our good
buddies pushing and pulling and digging at the mud but the
mobile refused to move and the tide crept nearer. Other
breakers appeared and luckily one turned up with a jeep.
Ropes were produced and within minutes Rigger's Rover
was pulled free to the cheers of some very muddy breakers.
Drinks were on Rigger that evening. That's the most upset
ting thing I missed out on - the drinksl Anyway two days
afterthe Easter holiday I went and obtained another rig.

In the last couple of issues of the mag you may have
seen a couple of letters from breakers accusing this mag of
being controlled by the Home Office. One of the letters by
'Birddog' (or was It 'Bird Braln'?1 and the Editor's modest
reply to it, makes me want to tell you people a short tale
about the original CBers that Bird Brain says Without whom
this mag would not even exist. He does not know how true
his words are.

About two and a half years ago there was I, parked in
one of my many haunts where I would go to hide away when
modulating. I heard a breaker call for a copy. 'Come back the
breaker you got Mack the Hack'. 'This is the Viking with Her
man The German riding shotgun and we would like a rig
check' .

'You're hitting me 6 pounds and your modulations
100% what's your 20 Viking?'

'We are in the trees not far from the seaside' (Epping
Forest, near High Beech),

That was how it all started, I'll leave you to guess who
the 'Viking' and 'Herman The German' are, but from that
first copy and after a later eyeball it turned out that the Viking
was an acquaintance of old and a renewed friendship was
formed with both these breakers which continues at this pre
sent time. So you see Birddog, the producers of this mag
were some of the original breakers and I believe that I could
honestly say to you what the old soldiers would say to new
recruits - 'Get some in'. FM will work well so while you and
a few others are unsuccessfully wasting your time trying to
get AM, I shall, I hope, safely be enjoying myself on FM. •

• Editor's note: What's your 201 What's your handie? What
rig you running?
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Dozens of new clubs again, so without more ado
here's this month's nomination for the club with the

strangest name.

Club Time again, with
reports from England,
Scotland and Wales. We
would have featured an
Irish club this month but
we didn't hear from any
so come on all you Irish
clubs, tell us what you're
up to.

52

Bugs Bunny Give Us A Nine
Club
DearCB,
t wonder if you wouldbe kindenough to
include our club in your club Directory.
IConsider it done - Ed.l

We have been running for about
20 weeks and, at present we have over
100 members, 8 figure that is increas
ing every week. We meet every Tues
day evening at the ~Hand-ln-H8nd',

Boxhil/Road, Boxhil/, Surrey from Bpm.
The joining fee is 35 pence and we
make 8 nominal entrance charge of 10
pence to go towards printing costs and
.other expenses.

Every week we produce a newslet
ter and an up-ta-date membership list.
We're very proud of our raffle which
we believe is one of the best around.
We can supply club posters and QSL
cards and we are awaiting delivery of
sew-on badges and car stickers.

We're active on the social front,
having regular discos and many other
functions ranging from barbecues to
conv.oys. We're preparing teams to go
ten·pin bowling on a regular basis and
we field two darts teams. We're ready
to accept a challenge from other clubs!

Atpresent we're raising money for
Leukemia research and would be most
grateful for gifts of stamps and ring
pulls (from Coke cans etc) which are
sold in aid of this worthy cause.

Our club membership ranges from
company directors to school children,
from 7 to 70 and we warmly welcome
all those 'would·be' breakers who
want to be ready to go on the air in the
Autumn to come and share the friend
ship, knowledge and experience ofour
members.
Bugs Bunny.

But where did you get that name from?
Anyway, next report from the left·hand
side of the country,
\ .•.:

Dixieland Breakers Club
Dear CB,I
We would like to notify you ofour new
club called the Dixieland Breakers.

We have only been going for a few
weeks but already we are becoming
well established. We meet every other
week on Friday nights between 8pm
andmidnight at apub we call 'Brenda's
Place'. Even though ourcallsign covers
Llanedreyn and Pentwyn IDixieland)
we welcome any breakers from any of
the other areas of the Smokey Dragon
(Cardiff, or indeed any other clubs
throughout GB).

We are trying to establish
ourselves, not just as a club but as a
breakers social club, and arrange mat
ches of pool, darts etc with any other
clubs that may be interested.

Any other club or breaker who
wants any more information is
welcome to write to myself at the ad
dress given.
Chris Probert ISecretary)
52 Glyn Col/en,
Pentwyn,
Cardiff.

Right a bit and up is the next stopover,
take it away Leeds.

Bramley And District CB Club
Dear CB,
Congratulations on the mag and keep
up the good work. (We do try - Ed.l

Now, on to the serious bit and
some words on the Bramley and
District club. We are relatively new
although we are certainly not
newcomers to CBradio. We were form
ed in February this year after realising
that there was no club locally offering
the things we wanted. We opened our
doors with just 12 members and things
snowballed straight away. We took on
48 new members the very first night.
Anyway, we now have a closed
membership book at approximately
130 members. Any prospective
members wishing to join have to be
nominated by two existing members.

We started straight away to try
and get all the local clubs together in·
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3) Any breaker who knows of anyone
using or selling a stolen rig should
contact a member of CART

4) When buying a secondhand rig
check with CART on the serial
number to see if it's stolen (Re
member the reward)

5) To enable us to raise funds we will
be looking for donations not only
from individuals who support CART
but also from all the breakers clubs
in the area.

We are pleased to say that as a result of
CART members' action three people
are to be prosecuted for a rig theft and
four rigs are in the process of being
returned to their ownersl

Obviously the more supporters
and volunteers who are involved in
CART the more effective it will
become, so we are actively seeking
contact with new breakers and clubs.
The wider the net, the better it spreads.

Should you require further infor
mation please contact:
Mr P Duggan (El Cid)
Chairman
CARTfUK),
72 Wood Street,
IIkeston,
Derbyshire.
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Sounds interesting. We have published
CART's first stolen rig list so anyone
coming across one of these stolen rigs

. can get in touch with CART directly.
Maybe this will prove a d~terrent to this
particularly nasty type of theft.

That's it for another month. Look out
for some more reports from around the
country, and how about sending us
some more pictures of club events to
liven up these pages? After all, these
are yours to fill. See you all next month.
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CART (UK) Catch A Rig
Thief
To all CB Breakers,
We wish to inform you that an
organisation has been in existence
since the end of March. The organisa
tion is known as CART which stands
for Catch A Rig Thief.

CART is run entirely by volunteer
breakers from the following areas:~

• Breaker City
• Robin Hood City
• Ram City and surrounding districts.
The object of CART is to receive and
compile a register of all stolen rigs,
along with the serial numbers and
names of their owners. This will be
achieved first by any breaker having a
rig stolen contacting CARTand second
by Breaker Clubs informing CART of
any members reporting a stolen rig. By
close contact with breakers and
Breakers' Clubs in Nottinghamshire
and Derbyshire we can plJblish a full list
of all stolen rigs in the local press.

It is hoped that CART, once funds
are available, will be giving a reward to
anyone offering information which
leads to a successful prosecution.
Should any breaker buy a rig in good
faith and subsequently find it to be
stolen, inform CART, and they will be
reimbursed for the cost providing the
rig is returnedand again ifaprosecution
results.

It must be stressed that rewards
and reimbursement depends entirely
on funds available to CART.

To enable us to help you:
1) NOTE YOUR SERIAL NUMBER
2) Inform CART if your rig is stolen.

This is achieved by asking for a
member of CART on Breaker Chan
nel

steadof the total separation previously
found in this area. Amongst our fund
raising schemes we are currently rais·
ing money for an orthopaedic bed for a
young girl known locally as Sleeping
Beauty, who has been in a coma for six
years. Our target for this appeal is
£5000.

As soon as the weather gets
warmer we intend to stage a sponsored
swim down the length of Lake
Windermere - from Windermere to
Ambleside. We have several members
already in training for this event. Other
events include a sponsored tattoo (on
the flesh), a sponsoredrun up the 1 in 5
gradient of the Kidstone Gill, com
pleted in 9 minutes we hope.

Anyway, as you can see we're do
ing our bit. Thanks for the mention and
we'll be in touch again with details after
the sponsored swim.
Shanty Man (President)
(See Directory for address).

Ever onwards we now go North of the
border up Stirlingshire way.

Central 27 Breakers Club
Dear CB,
As press secretary and on behalfof the
Central 2 7 Breakers I would like to ad
vise you of our existence since being
formed over six months ago. (Bit slow,
aren't we?)

We are located in Stirling; indeed,
there are various handles for Stirling
but the majority prefer Silver City. Our
breaking channelis 16, mainlybecause
we live so near the superslab anddon't
want to blowout the truckers'channel.
A considerate bunch don't you think?

We started with just over 60
members when we began registration
back in mid February andnow we have
just over 300 members. I estimate that
there are just over 350 breakers in the
Stirling area so we're not doing too
bad. Our meetings are held fortnightly
on Tuesdays and details of meeting
times etc can be obtained from the club
address.

Presently we are engaged in a
good few social events and have
entered for the Forth Raft Race on 17th
May. Hopefully we will do well due to
the expertise of the 'Mighty Mouse'
and 'Big Duff', however, ifit sinks . ..
need I say more??

We are also entering a float in the
Stirling District Festival and, if I may I
will advise you of the outcome of these
events at a later date.

Well, I've ratcheted long enough
now this is Mickey Finn going 10. 10,
breaker break and all that jazz.
Robert Millner (PR Secretary)
clo The Bruce Inn,
Nr Landmark,
Springkerse Road,
Stirling.

All very aquatic this month. CBers
must float better than other mere mor
tals. Do I hear of a cross-channel swim,
anyone?

Our last report this month comes
not so much from a club but more of an
organisation that will be of great in
terest to clubs troubled by rig nickers.
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CLUB
DIRECTORY

FIVE POOLS BREAKERS CLUB
PR: Daytons
Hagley And Blakedown
Stourbridge, W Midlands.

FIVE BRIDGES BREAKERS CLUB
Secretary: Mrs P Roberts
Heptonstall WMC
(Wednesdays fortnightly)
Hebden Bridge, W Yorks.

GOOD BUDDIES CLUB
Secretary: Gordon Grieg
8 Gallacher Place
Lumphinnans
Fife.

FAIR CITY CB CLUB
PR: AD Wyllie
60 Tulloch Terrace
HilIyland
Perth PH1 2PS.

DIAMOND BREAKERS CLUB
(STEVENlIGEI
Secretary: Mrs P Gr.egory
16 West Close
Stevenage
Herts SGl 1BW.

DIXIELAND BREAKERS
Secretary: Chris Probert
52 Glyn aollen
Pefltwyn

ar iff.

DERWENT BREAKERS CLUB
President: Desperate Dan
23 Moorfield Drive
Wilberfoss, York.

DIAM0ND BREAKERS CLUB
Secretary: Crackerjack
cIa 7 htutton Ori,./e
South Elmshall
Pontefraet, W Yorks.

DOWNE TOWN BREAKERS
PR: Bootlegger
67 George Street
Snaith, Nr Goole
N Humberside.

CO·AX MELTERS CLUB OF ENGLAND
Secretary: Dave Nairn
150 Smallgains Avenue
Canvey Island, Essex.

CORRINGHAM AND STANFORD
BREAKERS ASSOCIATION
Secretary: P Yallop
22 Dock Road, Tilbury
Essex RM18 7PT.

COUNTY BREAKERS ASSOCIATlON.-. -'
Chairman: Ginger Tom..........r
12 t"econf!§ttt""JC::::::::)
Cleat9f MOOf L-
W Cumbria.---

BUGS BUNNY GIVE US A NINE CLUB
Hand in Hand (Thursdays 8 pml
Boxhill Road
Boxhill, Surrey.

CHURCH TOWN BREAKERS CLUB
Chairman: Master Builder
Stamford
Lincs.

CENTRAL 27 BREAKERS CLUB
PR: A Robert Millner
cIa The Bruce Inn
Nr Landmark
Springkerse Road
Stirling.

ACE BREAKERS CLUB
Secretary: 240 Rober!
Pelton Arms (Wednesdays 8 pm)
Pelton Road, Greenwich
London.

BRAITHWELL RIG AND TWIG CLUB
Secretary: Wild Honey
10 Aevill Close
Mallby S66 SBN.

CIRCLE CITY BREAKERS CLUB
PR: T C Masters
8 Easthams Road
Crewkerne
Somerset TA18 7AG.

BORDER CITY BREAKERS CLUB
Sac Sec: Desperado
cIa PO Box 43
Carlisle
Cumbria.

CAPITAL BREAKERS CLUB
Secretary: Crystal
cia OPTA
138 Elton Road
Derby.

BRAMLEY~NDDISTRICT CB BREAKERS
CLUB
President: Shanty Man
6 Ferncliffe Terrace
Bramley, Leeds LS13 3PN
Yorks.

CANARY CITY BREAKERS CLUB
PRO: M G French
16 Meadow Close
Helliesdon
Norwich, Norfolk.

CLOGTOWN CLAYPIT BREAKERS CLUB
Secretary: Compo
cIa 22 Romiley Crescent
Breightmet, Bolton
Lancs.

Here are another 60 new
clubs for your perusal.
Next month, space
permitting, we will feature
the complete National
Directory of Clubs, easily
the biggest ever,
published with hundreds
of names and addresses.
New clubs wishing to
register with us should
use the form printed on
page 55.

CLWB TORRWYR Y DREF WLEDIG
COUNTY TOWN BREAKERS CLUB
Secretary: Magneto
Angorfa, Baptist Street
Penygroes, Caernarfon
Gwynedd LL54 6NU.

GRASS COURT BREAKERS CLUB
Secretary: Small Fry
14 Winston Avenue
Newton-le-Willows
Merseyside.
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TOAD~ALL BREAKERS
Cnalrm8n: Arabian Cowboy
c/o Roundabout Hotel

alling!9" Shore Road
Fa(eham, Hants.

WOKING CENTRE BREAKERS
Secretary: The Argonaut
clo The Jovial Sailor
Ripley
Surrey.

WYRE BREAKERS CLUB
PR: Ironside
Thornton Le Fylde
Lancs. (Call Ch 27)

TRENT BREAKERS
Secretary: Jennifer Boler
58 Oak Avenue
Aaacliffe-on·Trent
Nottingham.

ZEBRA COUNTY BREAKERS
PR: Winnie The Pooh
cia The Post Office
Sible Heddingham
Essex.

TWO-WAY INDEPENDENT NETWORK
SYSTEM (TWINS)
Secretary: W Smith
5 Nuthatch Drive
Earley. Reading
B8rks..

WESr-END BREAKERS
<;;tlairman: lan Morrison
The Newbiggin Hotel
(Thursdays 7.30 pm)
Newbiggin Hall Estate
Newcastle.

THAMESDOWN TRANSCEIVER CLUB
Chairman: 0 Porter
44 Belsay
Toothil1
Swindon.

TAYSIDE CB CLUB
Chairman: The Rogue
cIa 271 Fintry Drive
Fintry
Dundee.

CITIZENS' BAND CLUB DIRECTORY REGISTRATION FORM

SOUTH WEST LANCS BREAKERS
Soc Sec: Tattoo
c/o 14 Cornbrook
Holland Moor 2
Skelmersdale
Lanes WN8 9AO.

SEVERN CITY BREAKERS CLUB
Chairman: Gander
(Tuesdays fortnightly at Tiffanys)
PO Box 2
Shrewsbur .

ST NEOTS BREAKERS CLUB
Secretary: Plastic Man
58 Hardwick Road
Eynesbury, St Neots
Huntingdon. Cambs PE19 2UG.

SEOGEFIELD BREAKERS C UB
secretary: Bill Bayston
4 Pine Ridge Avenue
Sedgefield
Co Durham TS21 3EF.

PORT CITY BREAKERS CLUB
PR: Mr D Wood
39 West Down Road
Beacon Park
Plymouth PL2 3HF.

QUARRY BREAKERS CLUB
Secretary: Pinball Queen
cIa Waggon & Horses
East Street
Saffron Walden. Essex.

STAR GATE DX•••
PR: Dragonfly
Canterbury Road
Herne Bay
Kent.

ROAD APPLE DX CLUB
Controller: C 0 CoHo
29 Fairfields

5t Ives -~iIo-"L!~-""",~Hunti~n

SOAR VALLEY BREAKERS
PR: 0 Wiltstfre
30 Castle Roa
Mountsorrel

~""-l Loughborough, Leics.

L1VEI'POOL BREAK~RSASSOCIATION
Chairman: Sunseeker
cia 72 Alhfield
Wavenree
liverpOol 16.

MAYFLOWER BREAKERS
Secretary: Aunt Sally
Immingham
S Humberside.

MALTBY CAMPAIG ERS FO OPEN
CHI}NNEL RADIO
C...halrman: M M Ironmonger
14 Shaftsbury House
St Anos Flats
Rotherham. S Yorks 565 1AX.

MILTON KEYNES CITY BREAKERS
Secretary: P Knight
58 langcliffe Drive
Heelands
Milton Keynes.

HARROW ANO WEMBLEY CB GROUP
Secretary: David Hughes
26 Greenway
Kenton
Middx HA3 OTT.

GWENT BREAKERS CLUB
PR: The Fixer
cia The Gladiator
Pillmawr Road
Malpas, Newport
Gwent.

MOONRAKER JUNIOR BREAKERS
PR: Drifter
17 Lizmar Terrace
Moston
Manchester M9 1WG.

HAWKER CITY BREAKERS CLUB
PR: The Professor
32 Nesbit Road
Peterlee
Co Durham.

I-1EREWARD BREAKERS CLUB
Chairman: Douglas Hall
South Farm Cottages
School lane. Edenharn
Lincs.

•

INTYRE BREAKERS CLUB
Secretary. £'.ogel Eyes

..._-. Calumba Hotel
lSund~y. fort ightly
Tarbert, Argyl

CLUB NAME ....••.••.••.••.••.••.••.••••••.•••••••••••••..• (

CHAIRMAN .....•.....•..•..•.....•......•...•..•..•..•.... (

Secretary .......•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•......• , .....•..•.... (

PR Contact ........•••••.••.••.••.••.••..••.•.•..•..•.••.•.. (

Contact Addrass . . . . . • . . • . . .•..•..•...•..•...•..•....... 1

MEETING PLACE, DAY AND TIME

..... (Tel No.

MORAY CB CLUB
Secretary: Black Diamond
c/o Gearchange
40·42 Moss Street
Elgin, Morayshire.

NORTHAMPTON BREAKERS CLUB
Chairman: Squire
400 Obelisk Rise
Northampton.

NORTH SEA BREAKERS
Secretary: The Druid
27 Zena Street
Glasgow G33.

No. of members ... . Position in club .

. .... )

.... ( )

NORTH WEST BREAKERS ASSOCIATION
c/o B Longhill Walk
Moston
Manchester M10 9NT.

Feelsub etc , , ICommittee members only please)
Please mark l*j information that may be published.
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BB for CB
K40Antenna £31.00
Avanti 6' Moonraker IMag.) .. £49.95
Avanti4' Moonraker(Mag.) .. £28.56
Avanti 6' Moonraker (Std.) £44.92
Avanti 4' Moonraker (Std.) £21.98
Rubber Duck High Quality

Antenna £10.25
ElectricRetr.Antenna £28.87
Retractable Disguise Antenna .. £8.18
Valor 541 SMF 48" Dial-a-Match

.................... £25.01
Valar 531 SMF 24" Dial-a-Match

.................... £24.15
Valar 560 60" Warrior (Whip) . £17.15
Valar 520 60" Half Breed (Whip)

................... . £13.70
Valar 3325' Black Magic Rod .. £9.05
Valor7365'RoadHogRod ... £12.24
Valar Antennas complete range in stock
TurnerSignalKickerSK910 ., £28.02
Valor 301 Ant. Magnetic Base. £: 12.93
Valor401 Ant. Magnetic Base. £15.43
ValorSSl 04 Medium Spring ... £4.73
ValorSS504 Heavy Duty Spring £6.03
Send for our full list of accessories ..50p

MOBILE ANTENNAS BASE STATION ANTENNAS
StardusterlSkylab 6. 2 Dbs £24.95
Silver Rod 3.8 Dbs £25.95
GPA 27 Half Wave End Fed 3.2 Dbs

.................... £21.56
City Star De-Luxe Base Antenna £28.95
Firenze 11 The 'Best' Ant .... £59.95
Alcomm DPA 11 VR Very Popular

4Dbs £24.95
AvantiSigmalV £69.95
Avanti PDL 11 Quad Ant.

12Dbs £106.26
Hy-Gain 3 Element Beam, 8 Dbs £59,95
Boomerang Antenna . £10,81

TRANSISTORS
2SC495 £1.10 BA521 £4.16
2SC496 £1.31 LA4031P £3.21
2SC1096 £1.72 LC7120 £5.87
2SC1173£1.69 LC7130 £5.93
2SC1306£2.73 MB3712 £4.71
2 SC 1449 £ 1.67 MC 1496P £2.63
2SC1678 £2.67 TA7205 £3.72
2 SC 1923 £0.43 TA 7222 £4.07
2SC2029 £2.60 TA7310 £2.78
2SC2166 £2.73 TC9100 £7.91
2SC2314 £1.41 UPC575C2 £3.86

UPC 1 156H £4.26
All prices include VAT & p&p.

ACCESSORIES
PAHorn(Large) £12.50
PA Horn (Medium) £9.22
PA Horn ISmall) £5.08

POWER SUPPLIES
Bremi 3/5 amp 13.8v £14.24
Bremi 3/5 ampOe-Luxe 13.8v. £17.70
Bremi 5/7 amp 13.8v £19.98
Bremi 10amp 13.8v £47.61

L1NEARS/PRE-AMPLIFIERS
BremiBRL31 25 watt Burner .. £23.80
Bremi BRL35 45 watt Burner .. £37,81
Bremi BRL40 70 watt Burner .. £49.83
Bram; BRL200 200w SSB/AM/FM

mains operated £103.40
Brem; BRL 1KW SSB 500w AM

mains operated £333.35
Skipmaster 1OOw AM 180w 55B

............. £118.95
5kipmaster 150w AM 190w 5SB

.................. . £137.00
RP 20 Pre-Amplifier £ 16,45

Large trade discounts available

B. BAMBER ELECTRONICS
l""A.i f""'=1 COMMUNICATIONS HOUSE
~ l~j 5 STATION ROAD, L1TTLEPORT, CAMBS. CB61QE

PHONE: ELV (0353) 860185 (TUESDAV TO SATURDAV)

IF YOUR MOBILE ON HOME BASE
• • .

• • •
13.99
19.99

4.25
6.90
5.95
6.25
1.50
9.99
3.60
3.95

23.99

78.95
72.50

3.95
6.50

15.00
14.99

9.50

80 weu limp
TVI Filters (froml
Altai Multitester
TVI Filter Avanti
Hira CB Receiver
Headphones

8.95
10.95
12.95
12.50

7.99

16.45
5.75

11.25

7.50
7.75
9.50

15.75

10.99
33.25
29.95
43.95
27.95
17.95

Metchers
Areco SWR & power

MAGMOUNT
Mag Mount complete
Valor301
Valor401
K40
OV27

SWRMETERS
Teaberry
Royle
5a)(10n087
Miranda 171
Mirande 175 & Matcher

MICROPHONES
Power Mic
Turner
K40
Turner + 3
Lesson TW232
Hy-gainTelephone

WE CAN SUPPLY YOUR C.B, EQUIPMENT
GENERAL ACCESSORIES
3.5 amp power supply
5.7 amp power supply
Ext Speakers
Hi Ext Speakers
PAHorns
Spliner Boxes
Patch Leads
Noise Filter System
12 volt Soldering Iron
Snatch Plates
25wattamp
501100 watt amp CP100

29.95
22.95
15.95
16.95
19.99
19.99
26.95

5.75
10.40
19.95

from 6.75
12.95
13.95
21.00
25.99

9.95
13.95
29.75
20.95
25.95

BOOKS
Best BookonCB 3.95
Big Dummy'sGuide 2.95
C.B. Lingobible .75
Breaker On The Side .60
Breaker .80

All prices include VAT Citizens8and .60

We also stock all usual Coxial & fittings, Jackplugs, DIN Plugs, Mike Plugs, DV27 fittings, Valor fittings,
Avanti & K40. Midland Hy-gain etc.

Repair Service Available.

Call or copy Thunderbolt, Roller on Crowman or if you're lucky! Lusty Lady

ANTENNAS
OV27 complete
OX27 %wine
Twin Truckers
Firesticks 2' 3' 5' 7'

Valor Enterprise
Valor Half Breed
Valor Hatchback
Eleclric Retract
Retract Stand
Retract & Splitter
K40complete
AvantiMooOfaker
Avanti Magmount

ANTENNA HOME BASE
Electronice Spec
Silver Rod
Mini Boom
M8)(iBoom
Whisky
CommentGP4
MiniOuster

Telephone & Mail Order Service. Access & Barclaycard
Securicor 48 Hour Service £3.50 up to 25 kilos.

9-13 LORD STREET MACCLESFIELD
CHESHIRE
0625-610666
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CALLING ALL CB ENTHUSIASTS
Wholesale prices direct to the public

Trade enquiries welcome. Telephone Chelmsford 87698 or 351359.

CHELMER CB ACCESSORIES
New shop now open!

50 Duke Street, Chelmsford, Essex.
LARGER SHOP, LARGER STOCK!

COMPARE OUR PRICES
WITH OTHER RETAIL

SHOPS

Hours of opening
Monday-Saturday

10 a.m.-B p.m.
Sunday 10a.m.-1 p.m.

Full Range
Firestik Antenna

DV27 £5.75
MS 264s and 61 Os,
disguised aerials

from £24.50
Hirchman (with Splitter)

£17.50
PA Horns £6.50
Splitter Box £6.50
CB Receiver £9.25

Viceroys Midland
Sharp, Ham Int.
Major, Highgain

5s, President
Adams, Fanon

Fanfairs, Formal
120s, Tristar

747s Concordes

Co-axial RG58U
30p per metre

Co-axial RG8 70p per metre
K40 Power-mikes . £37.50
Turner Powermikes £19.25
Cheap P.owermikes

from £5.75
Extension Speakers . £4.50
Burners from £23.00
Slide Mounts £4.50
Pre-amp £14.95
Complete suppression kit

£11.95
PL259 : 70p

All p&p £2.50p
QUICK REPAIR SERVICE

AVAILABLE

BRITAIN'S FIRST
NATIONAL
CB SHOWI

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL
SOCIETY'S NEW HALL,
WESTMINSTER
(SEPTEMBER 11th
13th INCLUSIVE)

September looks like being a good month for CB'ers! Modmags is making it better
yet by bringing you Britain's first ever NATIONAL Citizens' Band exhibition.

Companies from all over the country will be displaying their wares for you to peruse.

Everything from rigs, monitors and aerials, down to components and fixing brackets,
will be on show. All the latest gear will be here - some of it for the FIRST TIME IN

THE UK.

This is the BIG ONE for breakers.
Whether you're a confirmed
fanatic or an interested beginner,
this is the place to be in
September!

Advance Tickets CBS1

To , .

--------------------------

OPENING TIMES

Friday 11th Sept 10am-7pm
Saturday 12th Sept 10am-6pm
Sunday 13th Sept 10am-4pm

Ienclose PO/cheque for£.................................... J_•••••••••••••IIIIII
~--------------------------
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IMPORTERS
WHOLESALERS
DISTRIBUTORS

FOR TRADE BUYERS ONLY
.' THE NORTH'S LEADING DISTRIBUTORS

OF CB EQUIPMENT
STOCKISTS OF

• FIRESTIK K40
..~ AVANTI HMP
. J TURNER TAGRA

:- SIRTEL BIG JIM
COBRA MIDLAND
Plus many more

SPECIAL OFFER HMP GPA27 Y:z wave

58

COMMUNICATION
ANTENNAS 1,: t ! CB WE ARE NOW THE

MAIN UK AGENT
FOR HMP
ANTENNAS, THE
COMPLETE RANGE
OF HIGH QUALITY
CB ANTENNAS.
DEALERSHIPS NOW
AVAILABLE
THRUGFlOUT THE
U.K.
Tel. 061-797 7146
for details.
SHELLPOST LTD.
*SHElLPOST ARE THE
SOLE AUTHORISED
DISTRIBUTORS * OF
COLT CB RADIOS
COLT IS A TRADEMARK OF COLT COMMUNICATIONS INC.
MORTON GROVE. CHICAGO, USA.
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MAKE PAYABLE TO R&R 141A MOUNT PLEASANT REODITCH WORes 8974JE

Clubs handle and channel " " .

Official oor85s " , " ..

(Vo" r n......n....." ..111 loo kG,. 1".oU, conll.ontltlll

Ch.i man/secretary " ", .

Date of the event " · ..

Name of the club ".,,, ,.. ,,",,,, ..

£2-75
+P&P50p

AMERICAN PATCHES

TRUCKERS DO IT BEST
HAVE A NICE DAY THE C.B. WAY
MY DADDY IS A CB TRUCKER
SUPER CB OPERATOR
OFFICIAL CB OPERATOR
CB ISTARS AND STRIPESI
COUNTY MQUNTIE
GOT THE HAMMER DOWN
MY MAMMA'S A C.S'ER
MY DADDY'S A C.S'ER
WE MONITOR CHANNEL 19
CS'ER IBEE)
BITCH - BITCH - BITCH
PROFESSIONAL BEAVER HUNTER
TlJUANA TAXI
10·4C'MON1
A BIG 10·4
TALKIN' SMOKEY
I'M A TRUCKING C.S'ER
I RUN A ALLIGATOR STATION
CHANNEL 19 IS FOR TRUCKER MEN
C8
DON'T FEED THE BEARS
TRUCKERS OF AMERICA
KEEP YOUR EARS N 10-4

17. Breakar One Four
lS. Mike somlone h.ppy, gllll u.

e brelk
19.1am I CB Addict
20. WI go1 us e Conlloy
21. ChlMIl 19 Is for Iruchr men
22. Officlel C B Operator
23. C.B.
24. Volllo CBer
25. Seddon A1klnlon CBer
26. leyllnd
27. Ford CB,r
2S. Bedlord CBer
29. SClnia CB'r
30. Mercldel Benz CBer
31. llrgl British CBlr

YES 50p eech plus 15p poS1.

PATCH NUMSER AND N ES
1. C B Engllnd
2. Trucking For Srltlln
3. Sldl Slnder. 01 Grllt Srlllln
4. C S Union Jlck
5. Junior Srltl.h C S If
6.CSforGB
7. Id Ilkl 10 Ily I CB IYI on you
S. Trucker. 01 England
9. British CBlr

10.lnternlllonll 0 X Ir
11. Smlll Brltish CBer
12. llClnCld C B 0plrltor
13. U.K.Brllker
14. Coml on good buddy leglllll CB on AM
15. This I. CB Counlry
16. Breaker One Nine

PRICE BREAKER.

OUT OF SIGHT

FROM PRYING EYES

YOU REQUIRE THEN PIVOTS

YOUR RIG OUT AT THE ANGLE

FUll COLOUR TOP QUALITY EMBROIDERED PATCHES All AT 40p IIch SPECIAL
OFFER 3 lor £1. Incl pOI1.

STETSONS Med or llrgl Speclll oiler [3.75 plus 50p pos1 & pick~'
Postel ordlrl fi cheques made payeble to:-

KlEINTEX l TO"
KlEINTEX HOUSE,

S6·SB lOWER PARLIAMENT STREET, NOTTINGHAM
Telephone: Nottingham 5S1045 PRODUCTS

Tile..: 377494

MOUNTED UNDER PARCEL SHELF

C· B MOUNTING BAR IT BRINGS

OR LOCK MOUNT THEN TO YOUR

AMERICAN EMBROIDERED CAPS
JUST ARRIVED £1.99 Incl po..

,. British CS.,
2. Thl.l, CB Country
3. Se.nl. CS.r
4. llyllnd CS,r
5. Volllo CBlr
6. Slddon A1kln.on CBlr
7. Bldford CB.r
S. Hllrt of Engllnd CS Rldlo Brllklr
9.lnllrnltlonll CSlr

10. Brl11sh CSlr lWith RIg)
11. Ford CBlr
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Teach Yourself C.B.
lA BRITISH GUIDE TO C.B. LANGUAGE)

~_ f:!)

GOT YOUR EARS ON?
DO YOU COPY?

Don't be 'RUBBERBANDER!' Discover the difference between a 'BEAVER' and 'SMOKEY BEAR' or a
'GRANNY' and a 'FRONT DOOR'. Learn the colourful, crazy language of CB NOW with this educational
and entertaining cassette tape. Learn alsO" the more serious aspect of Citizens Band Radio. For example:
How to deal with an emergency situation. In fact everything you need to know from choosing a 'HANDLE'
and 'BREAKING A CHANNEL' to going 'DOWN AND ON THE SIDE'. Be an 'ACE' in time for legislation
THEN join a convoy with confidence.

TEACH YOURSELF CB
(A BRITISH GUIDE TO CB LANGUAGE)

Also included is a reference list of traditional ten code, phonetic alphabet and glossary of familiar phrases.
SEND cheque or money order to the value of £3.99p inc P&P.

BRIDAIR AUDIO PROMOTIONS
BASEMENT STUDIOS, 158 NEW BRIDGE STREET

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE NE1 2TE
Trade enquiries welcome Tel: 0632 22331 Allow 28 days for delivery

RADIO AND~ ACCESSORIES

CtiA~~~L ()~~

(I~;L. ~,.~~~~
rP~ BREAKING INTO CB

I . AN INTRODUCTION TO
. CB RADIO IN BRITAIN
~> V~~. ~ INFORMATIVE,

~ .::-.?-" o. "'<Cl ENTERTAINING
. , .o~", "",,,, & AMUSING

~ , .~. CASSETTE INCLUDES,. '.;l~",:.~ Types of Rigs available· Controls
. & their use· The Microphone' How

~~F~vE_
How to... DJ(. How to... S.W.R.

WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THAT WE HAVE
BEEN APPOINTED SOLE DISTRIBUTORS fOIl SMILE CB

TAPES IN 11IE SOUTII, SE LONDON & EAST AHCiLIA
:r~rr.r.A;;;:.U. DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
'A"I • , • , •

BE AT THE CENTRE OF
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
Turn on the action world of CB, Police, Fire, Emergency
Services, Aircraft, Marine, Utilities, Business Radio, TV,
FM and more! The HH857DC Communications Receiver
for complete coverage: CB 26.5-27.6 MHz, P.5.B
frequencies 54-88/144-' 75 MHz, FM Radio 88-' 08
MHz, Aircraft 108-144 MHz and VHF TV Band 1. With
fUlly adjustable squelch control (to eliminatE! background
'noise' between signals) external DC power and
earphone sockets learphone supplied). A completely
portable battery operated receiver measuring only
7 Y2 x 3 Y2 X 1 % at our incredibly low introductory price
of £ 14.95 incl pap. (4 x HP7 batteries extraJ.
Also available VHF/UHF •
scanner receivers for public-
service and business radio /i
action at home or on the
move. VHF/UHF portables, .
business radio equipment,
walkie-talkies and
competitively priced CB radio
accessories. For our fully
illustrated comprehensive
catalogue please send sae
plus 20p.

JRU LUCAS
LYTHAM BRANCH
OFFICE,
CLlFTON DRIVE,
ST. ANNES,
LANCS FY8 5EL
DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED
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Super OX 5 Element Constructors Beam Antenna also available 14 dB
included) ONLY £35.95

~ERNOW

AUDIO & SOUND

C.B. Specialists
81, Mina Rd,

St.Werburghs
Bristol 541 254

The West's leading
wholesale & retail
distributors offer
Large stocks of:-

Over 50 types of Mobile
Antennas. 30 types of Base

Antennas. Mikes. Slide Rules.
Burners. Preamps and other
accessories too numerous to

mention
FREE DELIVERY

ARRANGED IN WEST

ONLY 165.00
+ £3.00 P&P

Special Offer Freedon Phone WT _ WDP
Up 10 1 mile radius. Uses simple oUlside
aerial (suppliedl

SUPER OX 3 ELEMENT CONSTRUCTORS BEAM
ANTENNA
SWR less Ihan 1.3 B dB gain directional
covers 10 m & 11 m bands
(Boom included in pricel

-ATTENTION DEALERS SEND FOR OUR TRADE TERMS·
Send cheques or P.O. 10:

A.Supplies 16 Parkfield Rd, OIdbury, Wesl Midlands.
All goods win be despatched without delay.

C.B. GROUND PLANE
Use your Mobile Antenna with our
Ground Plane to get out from home
DV27 can be supplied with a Ground Plane
Just add [4.85 to your order or a
DX27 % HMP aeriallor only [9.95

DIPOLES
Y, wave 18' Base Ant. 3.2 dB gain
Can be used vertically or horizontally
lull installation instructions and data
sheet included with every order.

BUY DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURERS
We are the manulacturers 01 a range of Base Station Antennas and to get you
CBers on tha air in the shortesl possibla lime. We are offering direct to the public
at unrepeatable low low prices out Base Station range

AT LAST IT'S HERE
WHAT YOU'VE BEEN

WAITING FOR!
THE WHISKY = MAXi

Ground Stainless Steel tapered 'invisible' whip
section top,

Slim line inconspicuous alloy lightweight centre.

BREAKERS!!
Pendle C.B. Telecommunications offer

our superior home base antennas,
designed and made by ourselves to you

at realistic prices.

Milled alloy block with standard 50239
connector, with protective cover supplied.

Three short ground radials for high performance
and easy tuning supplied.

Standard 1 N diameter tube fits NCMKI chimney
lashing kit or can be used for self supporting
ground mounting.

This simple to install, light weight, durable home station or
portable antenna goes unoticed in most locations, gives
fantastic results even with low power rigs, when compared
with many alternatives. With a coverage from 26·30Mhz and
an overal height less than 110 inches. It is just what's needed
in todays crowded environment.
!!y it, and see! £21.95 inc. VAT + carriag!
NCMKI chimney lashing kit.
CCKI Cable kit inc. 30' coaxid, connectors and fixing clips
£3.95p + 50p p&p.

STOP TVI BEFORE IT STARTS
LOW PASS FILTER for in line use with transceivers. £ 5.00
Short coupling lead. (1.70
HIGH PASS FILTER for use in TV antenna lead. Allows only
UHF signals to pass through, complete installed in
seconds. £5.00

NORTHERN COMMUNICATIONS
AMATEUR - COMMERCIAL· MARINE

299·303 Claremount Road. Halifax. HX36 AW. Wesl Yorkshire.
Opan Tues·Sal. 10.00 am - 5.30 pm

24 hr Anaephone Sarvice. (0422) 40792

THE JUPITER
The home base antenna which gives an
improved performance yet keeps a low
profile (under 9ft) good DB gain and an

S.W.R. of 1.1.1 over 80 channels,
including the new government

frequences. Designed to avoid T.V.1.
problems ease of erection makes the
jupiter the No 1 C.B. Antenna. The

jupiter comes complete with mounting
brackets, and 30ft of low resistance
coax, in fact ready for use. £18.23p

complete. Delivered to your door.
Pendle C.B. Telecommunications,
129, Albert Road,
Colne, Lancs.
Phone (0282) 868481

TRADE ENQUIRIES
INVITED
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Please note the new address of our new
super store
1 HAMILTON COURT
SEAMOOR ROAD
WESTBOURNE
BOURNEMOUTH

IIII'~E8EEiJILI~-;'~~III";J!! WHOLESALERS AND RETAILERS SOUTHERN DIVISION ~
OF .. J
lYI!!!!cs!!~

TEL: 0202 733133
768676
768787 MAIL ORDER Cobras,

Send SOp P.O. lor full lists Sl,lp8lStllfS.
end catalogues. Hem Jumbos
Midland, Etc. Etc.
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CB CITY LTD
Can now offer you the finest selection of
Citizens Band radio accessories in the South of England
Because of our buying power we can
offer you the very best prices on:-

AVANTI • LEMM ANTENNAS. TURNER. FIRESTICK
BREMI • SHAKESPEARE. VALOR • K40

and many other famous brands* Example: K40 antenna or mic only £24.95 *
Check us out at: ,::;:::.

~.." ., "~...~~'....,,
37 QUEEN RD Aldershot "High Wycombe

85 Ash Hill Road. 38 Queens Road.
LONDON ROADA40 Ash. 0252 318141 0494 20135 -_\--::;~~,.,~.."",

Basingstoke
1 Reading Road. Chineham 0256 53900
Holsworthy IN.Devon)
2A Chapel St 0409 253504,.".............,..,.,.

•
TO M40

HWYCOMBE
TOWN

CENTRE

A40

~ le) '0 Antennas - Not the most expensive Just the Best.
Surface Mount or Super Powerful
Trunk Lip Mount £24.95 Mag Mount £26.95

*TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

MULTIBAND CITIZENS BAND MONITORS
FROM THECOLlC?£iJGROUP

, . c

[!],
\

-

Vote of Best
Buy February

Issue

Shamp, Tristar, Fanon, Midland President, La Fayette CBS
& CB Accessories. Contact Hira (Ireland) Ltd Dublin 265472

CB MONITORS CONTACT THE
ccaJ::: CO LTO. HIRA HOUSE

1 ELIZABETH STREET. MANCHESTER M8 8PR
061-834-2868.

STRICTLY TRADE ONLY
IMPORTERS, WHOLESALERS, EXPORTERS, DISTRIBUTORS
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ULTIMAST
A 30ft two section winch
operated telescopic tilt-over
galvanised steel mast,
delivered to your door £215.00
Optional extras:
Rotator mount head unit £31.00
Reducer head unit £13.25

Prices include delivery and VAT
NOTE The "Ultimast" meets the new Home
Office specifications regarding maximum
height of antenna. By using the "Ultimast" it
will not be necessary to reduce your RF output
from 4Watts to O.4Watts due to the mast not
exceeding 10m in height.

DX-327 3-element 27MHz beam.
1dB gain over Vi wave dipole , , £39.50
DX-12727MHzdipole £11.95

We stock various rotators for all your
OX needs

1I 0

1'D QIlDE'''- J£S PRINT YfR OROER,NICfIW'ClEAR
STATING YfR, Of5/GN CIIOICE.HANDLE.COWJR

(WITH 2'"CHOIC£) IW' 51 lE.... THEN S£ND Yf.R,
CJ/£QJJ£j RD. ALONG WITH YER NAME ANP
~E'7:i TO' BIGMIKf.6511\nON RD,lONOCN£·I1.

I
, I,
L....

FAIRFIELD ESTATE
LOUTH. LINCS. LN11 OJH
Tel. Louth (0507) 604955
Telex: 56121 WEST G

ca ca CB'ers.
THE

Call us at "Western" for your enquiries

COOXCOOX

, ,
I ,

......
Western Electronics
(UK) Itd

USA style
polyester cap
adjust-a·size
one size
fits all

Allow 14 days for delivery.

40 CHANNEL CB
RECEIVER WITH FM RADIO

S.M. ELECTRONICS
GLASGOW

Tel: 041 B81 3824
for immediate despatch

SPECIAL FEATURES
INCLUDE:
Squelch Control
Telescopic Antenna
D.C. Adapter Jack or
Battery Operated
Earphone Jack
Telescopic Antenna

Special mail order offer
to readers of Citizens

Band £ 13.50 plus 50p p&p
C.O.D. available

24hr Answer Service.

FREQUENCY RANGE
AIR 108-145 MHz
P.B 145-176 MHz
W.B 162-5 MHz
TV 54-87 MHz
FM 88-1 OB MHz
C.B. 1-40 channels

SHOUTIN' ALL GOOD
BUDDIES

On a sun run with the hammer down you need
a genuine 'Seachat'

TRUCKERCAP Cap only E3.00p
Cep/Badge £3.BO.
p&p 40p
Available with

·CB
Super CB operator
licensed CB operator
Whats your handle
Got the hammer down
Thats 8 big 10-4
Big numbers to you good
buddy
We monitor CH14
We monitor CH19
CB motif
00 it in the truckOR

YOUR HANDLE PRINTED IN %" BLACK FLOCK
LETTERS @ 5p PER LETTER

Red/white
black/white
dark blue/white
give 1st & 2nd colour choice

--------------------To. The Beachat Co., Palmer Ave, Blackpool
FY1 5JP
I enclose crossed cheque/PO for £ .
Please send .... Trucker Cap. Col. 1st 2nd .
Plus Badge showing 1st 2nd _
or print my Handle .
Despatch to INamel , ...........•....
IAddressl , , ....•....
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RATES

1-3 insertions £5 per scc
4-11 insertions £4.50 per scc
1Z+ insertions £4 per scc
ZOp per word (Min. 15 words)
Box No. £1.50 extra

All advertisements in this section must
be pre-paid.
Closing Date: 3rd Fri. month preceding
publication.

Advertisements are accepted subject to the
terms and conditions printed on the advertise
ment rate card (available on request).

SEND TO CB CLASSIFIED 145 CHARING CROSS ROAD. LONDON WC2H OEE. TEL: 01·437 1002 Ext. 50.

£6.85
£6.15
£7.55

HAVE YOU SeEN THE GREEN LIST?
1OOOs of components Ice. Radio & Electronicl.

Aerials, Plugs, SWR Meters & Accessories It
unbelievably low plices. Something for everyone.

Send 20p slamps Of Ilrge SAE for list & receiye freB
CB gift.

My.rs. (Dlpt CBI. 14-16. Clihon Grove,
Harehills. Leeds 9.

CB RECEIVER, 40 channel. squelch.
earphone. Also receives AIR/PB/WB,
TV/FM £14.95 post free. JL Gardiner
(CBI. 123 Carrington Lane, Sale,
Cheshire.

. .
TRAOE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

FUll RANGE AVAILABLE S.A.E FOR LISTS
(1 45 for Booklet "Nlckel CadmIum Power"
plus Catalogue. "New range of sealed lead now
avaIlable'. Write or call' Sandwell Planl Lld . 2
Union Drive. BOLOMERE. SUTTON COL·
OFIELO. WEST MIDLANDS. 021·354 9764

SEND QUALITY FLAGS with your next
QSL cards. Union Jack or Irish Tri
colour - 50 flags 1%"xl" on stick. 
£2.80 inc P&P. Send cheque/P.a.
stating choice, to Wilcur Enterprises,
35 Woodview, Pinecroft, Douglas,
Cork, Ireland.

CB TELEPHONE LINK. Use CB to make
telephone calls. Units - £25; CB
27MHz FM rigs - available soon 
£49; S.A.E. details - Johnson Elec
tronics, Star Warehouse, Chalk Farm
Road, N.W.1 - 01-286 6119;
01-4854308.

FOR ALL YOUR CB REQUIREMENTS.
ALL GOOD PRICES.

1B Cheep 51'''1. Newbury
Tel: Newbury 30197

Open: 9am·5.30pm 6 days.

CLUB BULLETIN
CAMBRIDGESHIRE

IB.B.C) Barking Breakers
Club
Chairman: R.J. Worthing
clo The Dukes Head,
London Rd, EG.

LONDON

Trenlworld Sidebender.
Sec.Sid.70XRAY01
P.D. Box 8. St Ives
Cembs PE 17 4JF
163 dillerent countries Ire numbers.
400 members in Ihis country. SAE for
details. Sideband only.

SCOTLAND

Highland Breakers CB Club
4 Corbett Gardens
Ardersier
Inverness IVl 2RY
Interclub Liaison Officer:
Tony Blues

B.J'S. SLANG OICTlal\l~RY. Quality
printed. Easy to read. 53f." x 4 H • Only
95 + stamp. Refund if not 101 %
delighted. Trade welcome. 8ailey &
Co., Tonou, Bridgend, Mid-Glamxb.

FREEI £5 worth of CB gifts I Special
Offer on this months CB brochures!
radio's, antennas, microphones, base
stations etc! send 14p stamp to
Falcon CBR, 12 Newington Green
Road, London N1.

PACKER COMMUNICATIONS
THE TVI SPECIALISTS

Note: We can make the best low pass
filters you can buy - we don'tl Unless you

have a defective transmitter TVI can be
cured only at the receiver.

Our filters are designed in Britain
Manufactured in Brlteln

for the British system

Ul-8 UHF Hi·pass probably the
best you can buy
Ul-4 Braid Breaker for FM Stereo
HF·DIN for hi·fi speaker leads

Prices include VAT & P&P.

CONISTON
CUMBRIA
lA21 8HQ
SAE details

09664-678 or 0229-89448.

BREAKERS 1'S 'N' SWEATS
Your own handle on tee shirts and

sweat shirts. Tee shirts 32", S.M.L.
black or white £2.95.

Sweat shirts S.M.L. red, blue, black,
£5.50.

PO/cheque with order plus 40p P&P
or send Access/Barclaycard number

to:
Reynolds Sports, Oept CB.

51/52 High Street,
Lincoln.

Return this half with stamped addressed evelope to:
ON LINE MARKETING LTO
The Glen, Buckland Brewer. North Devon

NAME .............................•.. ,.

ADDRESS

CB RADIO EQUIPMENT
,All Risks' Insurance

Phoenix Assurance
Co. Ltd

arranged by ON LINE MARKETING LTO

on CB radio and ancillary equipment in Great Britain,
N. Ireland, Ireland, Isle of Man and Channel Isles

For a sum not exceeding £500.00 excluding aerials
and first £ 10.00 of every claim

We will send full Certificate of Insurance by return.
Valid from date of postage of application.

CITIZENS' BAND JULY 1981

DATE

VALUE OF INSURED GOODS

TYPE OF GOODS INSURED
Enclose cheque/P.D. for £10.00

Only valid if cheque remitted directly to:
ON LINE MARKETING LTO.

Introductory
price £10
Value until 31.6.81
then £12
No increase for clubs.
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RIGS EG MIDLAND, Sharp, Jaws etc.
Telephone 0753 70651 after 6pm.
Extremely fast mail service.
----AD INDEX _

Acorn Trading 40
Alcom 2
Artistik Designs 49
Ashfield Supplies 61
t3.Bamber Electronics 56
The 8eechet Co 64
Big Mike 64
Breakers Discount Warehouse .62
Bridair Audio Promotions 60
CB Centre 48
C8.City 63
C8 Meil Order People 24
CB Radio Distributors 49
The CB Scene 49
C8 Services 50
Cee Bee Unlimited 62
Centrel 8roadcasting 30 & 59
Channel One 60
Chelmer CB Accessories fjJ
Chelsea C8 Centre 27
Connexions 44
Custom Equipe 67
Escort and Rally Spares 56
Geeta Trading Co 15
Globe Communications 47
Gt. British T-Shirt Co 41
Hammersmith 'CB Centre 50
The Hira Company 63
Holland Promotions 40
Inosec Lld 58
JRD Lucas 60
Keintex Lld 59
Kernow Audio Sound 61
Knight Security 18
Kona Publications 50
Lowe Electronics 4
Mura Electronics 8
Northern Communications24 & 61
OCT Lld 34 & 35
Open Channel Ltd 50
021 Radio & Electrical 48
Pendle C8 61
R & R .•......•....•......•...59

.Shakespeare " 31
Shellpost Lld ......•••........58
Silica Shop " 23
SirtellUK) Ltd " 33
S. M. Electronics ....•••....... 64
Stabo " " 47
Strull Lld 24
Telecomms 10
Tempus 14
Valor Enterprises 5 & 26
Western Electronics 64
Wintjoy 68

HANDLE BADGE
~~ YOU HAVE

TOP QUALITY
.AJST EYEBALLED HEAVY

DUTY PIN-ON
HANDLE BADGE

Your Handle Inserted.
Maximum 15 letters or spaces.

Undoubtedly the Best on the
Market

ONLY £ 1 EACH - POST FREE
From:

T.V.C.
STATION ROAD
LONG EATON

Callers Welcome NOTTINGHAM

AMERICAN STYLE
NUM8ER PLATES

IDXA 3999- .......
Legal U.K., personalised with

TOWNICLUB and your own C.B.
HANDLES. Top quality perspex.
Standard U.K. plate & matching
fixing bolts. £11.00p inc. P&P,

allow 28 days delivery, send
details including cheque or PlO

to:-

MR. D. SMITH.
60. ASHLEIGH AVENUE.

PONTEFjlACT.
WEST YORKSHIRE.

iBaird, sa~
edolget
for C.B. and

~
ns?'~

'_'HTh"'"'jr'ng supplier of Motorola ~.. • .
panese types. "

1'Q a'(/
SBECH"'" ~

, ~

"ANGLIA 0
U.K's leadl

&Ja

BURDETT ROAD, WI
CAMBS PE13 2PS
TEL: 0945 63281
TELEX: 32630

"Rubber Duck to Log
good buddy, wher

transistors and J.C's
R.F. 8 licatio

CALLING ALL CLUBS - stickers,
patch badges, posters, pens, QSL
cards, PVC club cards and handle
cards, key fobs, magnetic vehicle
signs, PVC coated nylon banners tor
rallies, pennants and much, much
more. Supplied to your design.
Raymac Display, National Works,
Bath Rd, Hounslow, Middx. Tel:
01-5709116.

UK AIRCRAFT FREQUENCIES LIST in
cluding spot frequencies of airports, air
traffic control services, weather
reports, navigation beacons, etc. £ 1.
UK MARINE FREQUENCIES LIST in
cluding spot frequencies of coast sta
tions, (plus broadcast times.) port
operations, navigation beacons, etc.
£ 1. INTERNATIONAL DISTRESS FRE
QUENCIES CHART 75p. prices include
postage. same day despatch. PLH
ELECTRONICS, 20 Vallis Road, Frome,
Somerset, BA 11 3EH.

HANDLE BADGES Quality pin-on but
ton badge. Fast service. Only 60p in
cluding P & P. Send handle, colour
choice and address to:-August Moon
17 Westgate Arcade, Peterborough

HANDLECARDS 1000 £7.20 Q.S.L.
CARDS 5000 £38. IS.A.E. samples).
C.B.Print, B9 Derwent Street, Con
sell, DH8 8~T.

MAIL ORDER C.8. Beginners kit
£84.99 details, write now for
catalogue & price list. IEnclose 50p
P.O.) Access/B'card. 24hr service.
Pegasus D.S. (CiB) 7, Kennet Rd,
Haydock, St. Helens, M/side. WA 11
OHP. Tel: St. Helens (0744)23105.

BREAKER BREAKER • CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT

1 2 3 Adver1l" nationally In Cltluns' Band. Simply prInt your
advertl"ment in the coupon here lIeft). Indlceting which

4
magazine you require. Or 1elephone for mOle Information.

5 6

7 8 9 Name ... . . . · .. · .. . . ......
10 11 12 Address . . . ... . . . · ............
13 14 15 . . . . . . . . . . · .. · ............

. . . . . . . . . . · .. ............ . . .
Tel. No. IDay) .. . . . . . . . . .....
Send. together with your cheque to:
Jenny Naraine. CB.
145 Charing Cross Rd .. London WC2H OEE.

Please place my advert in: Citizens' Band Tel: 01-437 1002 Ext. 50.
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APPOINTED DISTRIBUTORS FOR
HMP, ANTENNA SPECIALISTS, KHI
ALBRECHT, ALPINA, EUROTRONICA,
EDGSWORTH ELECTRONICS, K40
ANTENNAS AND K40 MIKES.

DISTRIBUTORS OF TELCO PRODUCTS
AVANTI, TURNER, MIDLAND, FIRESTICK,
HYGAIN, HAM MASTER, GC ELECTRONICS
ZETAGI CTE BREMI CB MASTER
HAM INTERNATIONAL.

133 FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH
EH390G. T.',031·2298830
Telex: 72705~ OMTECHG TRADE SUPPLIES

Channel 131 FOUNTAINBRIDGE, EDINBURGH
ustom Equip. EH39 QG. Tel, 031·229 8830

RETAIL SALES

Communications 129 FOUNTAINBAIOGE. EDINBURGH
BONE EH390G. Tel,031-2298202 RETAIL-MAIL ORDER

~~
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